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UNITED STATES POSTAL SERVICE
ROOM 3100
475 L'ENFANT
SW
WASHINGTON"DC 20260-2100
CHIEF POSTAL INSPECTOR
INSPECTION SERVICE

March 15, 1993

United States Sentencin g Commissio n
One Columbus Circle, · N.E,-;
Suite 2-500, South Lobby
Washingto n, DC 20002-8002
Attention :

Public Informatio n

Gentlemen :
The u.s. Postal Service respectfu lly submits its comments
on the 1993 proposed guideline amendment s. As an overview,
we disagree with the proposed guideline s on money laundering (Amepdrnent 20) and the guideline commentar y on public
trust (AMendment 23), and request the adoption of the proposed amendment s submitted by the Postal Service relating
to the theft of mail (Amendment 44), and the public trust
enhanceme nt for offenses committed by postal employees
(Amendment 46). In addition, we strongly urge the Commission to consider the future formulatio n of a "multiple
victim" adjustmen t guideline (Amendment 45). Our comments
are explained more fully in the following :
Proposed Amendment 20, S 2S1.1, S 2S1.2. We
disagree with the proposed revisions to the
money launderin g guideline based on the
statutory purpose of 18 u.s.c. §§ 1956, 1957.
The legislativ e intent of these statutes is
to create a separate crime offense to deter
criminals from attempting to profit from their
illegal activities and to impose a higher
penalty for this type of criminal misconduc t.
To accomplis h this, the statutes prescribe
criminal penalties separate from and higher
than those of the underlyin g criminal offense
which gave rise to the monies, property or
proceeds involved in the money launderin g.
This legislativ e intent would in effect be
vitiated by the revision to the guideline .
Because the underlying offense and the money
laundering are two separate crimes , we believe
the guideline s s hould likewise maintain this

t

-
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was not in a trust position), and obviate the
need of detailed analysis by the court of the
specific duties and responsibili ties of the
defendant as qualifying the particular position
occupied as one of "public trust."
Proposed Amendment 44, S 2Bl.l(b)(4). The
current guidelines applicable to mail theft
are based on the dollar value of the loss.
Although the guideline increases the offense
level if mail is involved, we do not feel
this adequately addresses the seriousness of
the .offense and its impact on the victims and
on the essential governmental function of
mail delivery. The proposed amendments take
these factors into consideratio n by initially
increasing the offense level to a level 6,
and then adding the appropriate level increase
correspondin g to the total dollar loss associated with the theft . In order to conform with
similar guideline language, the amendment
should be reworded to read:
"If undelivered United States Mail
was taken, increase by two levels.
If the offense is less than level 6,
increase to level 6."
In addition to this amendment to the mail theft
guideline, we have proposed§ 2Bl.l(b)(8) to
address theft schemes involving large volumes
of mail. Frequently, these volume thefts are
conducted as a gang-related crime to steal
the mail and then fraudulently negotiate or
use those items contained within. In most
instances, a substantial volume of stolen mail
is necessary to obtain a minimal number of
checks, credit cards, negotiable instruments
or other items of value. The dollar loss of
these types of thefts does not accurately
reflect the scope of the crime in terms of the
number of victims affected and the operations
of the government's postal system. Our proposed amendment would address the more serious
nature of these schemes to steal large volumes
of mail by increasing the offense level to a 14.

- 5 -

Technic al correcti ons to the proposed amendme nt
are needed to clarify the applica tion of the
guidelin e for its purpose . The amendme nt would
read as follows:
8. If the offense involved a scheme
to steal multiple pieces of
undelive red United States Mail and
the offense level determin ed above
is less than level 14, increase to
level 14.
Propose d Amendment 45, (S 3Al.4). The Postal
Service remains committe d to the princip le of
victims ' rights and supports more guidelin es
which emphasi ze victim impact in the sentenci ng
process . We believe the sentenci ng level
should reflect the total harm caused by the
defenda nt's crimina l miscond uct. Our proposed
guidelin e accompl ishes this by includin g a
victim- related adjustm ent based on the number
of victims . For example , in volume mail theft
crimes, and in consume r fraud crimes, substan tial numbers of victims are directly harmed .
We believe that the number of victims impacted
by the defenda nt's relevan t conduct should
warrant an increase in the offense level .
Furtherm ore, we feel such a guidelin e should
be appl ied to any offense which results in
multiple victims for these reasons .
As propose d, our amendment would give a
two-lev el increase for a crime which results in
two or more victims; those crimes affectin g
more than 100 victims would be subject to an
additi onal two-lev el increase for each 250
victims , up to a maximum eight-le vel increase .
Because our proposed amendment is a Chapter 3
adjustm ent, it would impact on other offenses
beyond those which are postal related, which
requires a more compreh ensive analysis of
multiple victim crimes. Accordi ngly, we urge
the Commiss ion to include the study and
formula tion of a multiple victim guidelin e as
a priority issue for 1994 .

. ,.
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Your considera tion of these issues is appreciate d. If
additiona l informatio n is needed, please contact me at
(202) 268-4267.

Sincerely ,
K. J. Hunter

DEPARTMENT OF HEALTH & HUMAN SERVICES

Office of the Secretary
Office of the General Counsel
Food and Drug Division
Rockville, MD 20857

March 12 , 1993
Mr. Michael Courlander
Public Information Specialist
United States Sentencing Commission
One Columbus Circle, N.E.
Suite 2-500, South Lobby
Washington, D.C. 20002-8002
Dear Mr. Courlander:
On behalf of the Food and Drug Administration ("FDA"), I
wish to submit the following comments on proposed amendments to
the sentencing guidelines for United States courts, published in
57 Fed. Reg. 62832 (1992).

•

Proposed Amendment Five:

(a) The FDA opposes proposed amendment five, which would
eliminate from Sections 2Bl.l (theft) and 2Fl.l (fraud and
deceit) "more than minimal planning" as a specific offense
characteristic providing for a two-level increase in sentence.
The amendment would also eliminate from Section 2Fl.l "a scheme
to defraud more than one victim" as a specific offense
characteristic requiring a two-level increase in sentence.
Instead, the amendment would modify the loss tables in Sections
2Bl.l and 2Fl.l to incorporate gradually an increase for "more
than minimal planning" with a two-level increase for losses in
excess of $40,000.
The "more than minimal planning" and "scheme to defraud more
than one victim" specific offense characteristics have special
significance in offenses involving the public health and
which often consist of coordinated or carefully planned schemes
to defraud that result in substantial non-monetary harm to
consumers and to health patients. Indeed, fraud offenses
frequently include planned efforts to conceal the wrongful
conduct from regulatory agencies and from the public. Therefore,
the FDA believes that these characteristics should remain as
specific offense characteristics rather than being considered
only in terms of economic loss under Sections 2Bl.l and 2Fl.l.

•

(b) Under the heading "Additional Issues for Comment," the
Notice also invites comment on various alternatives to proposed
amendment five. The FDA opposes eliminating the "more than
minimal planning" and "scheme to defraud" specific offense
characteristics from Section 2Fl.l, or any of the proposals to

•

•
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otherwise alter the definition of "more than minimal planning" in
Section lBl.l. However, the agency strongly supports increasing
the base offense level of Section 2Fl.l, and other guidelines
that contain an enhancement for "more than minimal planning," in
·recognition of the pervasiveness and seriousness of fraudulent
criminal conduct. The agency also supports setting forth more
examples of the application of "more than minimal planning" in
fraud and theft cases, specifically including examples of fraud
involving the manufacture, distribution, or use of food, drug,
device, or cosmetic products.
The FDA believes that the current base offense level six in
Section 2Fl.l is disproportionately low in comparison to other
guideline offenses. In addition, the agency believes that the
guidelines do not sufficiently reflect the serious, non-monetary
harm that frequently results from fraud-related offenses within
the purview of the Federal Food, Drug, and Cosmetic Act.
Accordingly, while the FDA supports the proposal to restructure
the· loss tables for fraud offenses to provide higher offense
levels for losses at the lower end of the loss table, the agency
believes that the guidelines' offense levels should be
substantially increased for health-related fraud offenses that do
not result in substantial economic harm. One way to partially
address this concern would be to adopt the proposals set forth in
proposed amendment six and issue for comment (no. seven), as set
forth below.
Proposed Amendment Six:

The FDA strongly supports proposed amendment six, which
would amend Application Note 10 of Section 2Fl.l to (a) provide
guidance for an upward departure in cases in which the fraud
caused substantial non-monetary harm and to (b) include an
example of a fraudulent blood bank operation. Other "guidance"
examples of health-related fraud offenses warranting an upward
departure would exist in the case of a pharmaceutical
manufacturer that conducted or reported fraudulent or false
testing to determine the identity, strength, quality, or purity
of a drug, or of a person or persons that created, sold or
dispensed a counterfeit drug. In each example, the quality or
safety of the drug may be seriously deficient based on the
improper or inadequate manufacturing operations or processes.
Such offenses might result in substantial harm to innocent health
victims that is not adequately addressed by considering economic
loss alone •

•
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•

•
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Issue For Comment (No. seven):

For the reasons set forth in the preceding two paragraphs,
the FDA strongly supports amending Sections 281.1, 281.2, and
2F1.1 to identify specific offense characteristics for
circumstances in which the "loss" does not fully capture the
harmfulness and seriousness of the conduct, thereby warranting an
increased offense level. In particular, the agency suggests
establishing respective specific offense characteristics to
provide for (a) a two-level increase (or level 13) for
circumstances in which some or all of the harm caused by the
offense was non-monetary, (b) a four-level increase (or level 24)
when the defendant knowingly or recklessly endangered the health
or safety of one or more persons, (c) a four-level increase (or
level 24) when the offense involved the knowing or reckless risk
of serious bodily injury or death to one or more persons, and (d)
a six-level increase (or level 26) when the offense results in
death. Alternatively, the FDA supports amending the commentary
to these sections to include the above examples as circumstances
in which an upward departure may be warranted.
Issue For Comment (No. 65):

The FDA supports amending Section 2F1.1 to include the risk
of loss as a factor in determining the guideline range for fraud
and related offenses when the amount of the risk is greater than
the actual or intended loss . The risk of loss should increase
the guideline range to the same extent as actual or intended
loss, irrespective of whether or not the risk was reasonably
foreseeable. currently, Section 2F1.1 provides that the intended
loss shall be used if it is greater than the actual loss.
Presumably, this is to hold defendants accountable for the loss
intended by their wrongful acts. The agency believes that
defendants should likewise be held fully accountable for the risk
of loss associated with their intentional wrongful acts.
Additional FDA Comments:

•

The FDA recommends that the Statutory Index (Appendix A),
which specifies the guideline section or sections ordinarily
applicable to the statute of conviction, be amended. With
respect to the Federal Food, Drug, and Cosmetic Act, the current
appendix lists Sections 2F1.1 and 2N2.1 as being applicable to
offenses under 21 ·U.S.C. §333(a) (2), but only Section 2N2.1 as
being applicable to 21 u.s.c. §§331, 333(a) (1), and 333(b). The
agency believes that Section 2F1.1 is also applicable to offenses
under 21 u . s.c. §§331, 333(a) (1), and 333(b) (as amended August
26, 1992), and that this information should be included as a
Consolidation and Simplification of Chapter Two Offense
Guidelines amendment.

•
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Thank you for this opportunity to comment on the proposed
amendments to the sentencing guidelines. If the Sentencing
Commission has any questions concerning these comments, please
feel free to contact me (301-443-4370) or James s. Cohen,
Associate Chief Counsel for Enforcement (301-443-7272).
Sincerely,

Chief counsel
Food and Drug Administration

•

•

•

FEDERAL PUBLIC DEFENDER
ROOM 174 . U .S. COURTHOUSE
MINNEAPOLIS . MN 55401
DANIEL M . SCOTT

PHONE: 16121 348 ·1755

FEDERAL PUBLIC DEFENDER

CFTSI 777 · 1755

SCOTT F. TIL.SEN

FAX: 1612 1 348 ·1419

KATHERIAN D . ROE

CFTSI 777 ·1419

ANDREW H . MOHRING
ANDREA K. GEORGE
ROBERT D . RICHMAN

March 10, 1993
United States Sentencing commission
ATTN: PUBLIC INFORMATION
One Columbus circle Horth East
suite 2-500 - South Lobby
Washington, D.C. 20002-8002
Re:

Comment on Proposed Amendments

To The Honorable United States Sentencing Commission:

•

I wr1te to you, in as brief a form as possible, to express my
comments on the proposed amendments in the sentencing guidelines.
The fact that I am an assistant federal public defender for
approximately 13 years makes me both a well informed and biased
source, of which I am sure you are cognizant.
I applaud and encourage the thought and effort made to amend the
loss tables and deal with the problem of more "than minimal
planning" insofar as it has resulted in disparate treatments and a
considerable amount of litigation. With respect to the additional
issues for comment in this section, I definitely believe that the
loss tables should have fewer and larger ranges in the lower ends.
The loss tables at the higher ends are so large as to be beyond my
experience and have no opinion as to whether they need adjustment.
Although more work would need to be done, I would encourage the
Commission to modify the definition and approach to a more than
minimal planning enhancement as opposed to building it into the
loss table or, alternatively, building it into the loss table
further from the bottom ranges, maintaining the lesser enhancement
as long as possible and perhaps adding a third and additional level
increase at the far end.
With respect to redefining more than minimal planning, I do have
some suggestions:

•

1.

Build in a two level decrease for spur of the moment or
sudden temptation conduct;

•

•
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2.

Do not provide for multiple victim enhancement until the
number of victims has reached an appreciably large level
i.e. 15 or 2 o and perhaps make this enhancement an
additional one or two levels at an additionally large
number such as 40 or ·so;

3.

Require, by example, truly more than the ordinary conduct
to commit the offense before an enhancement is added.
Few if any types of fraud or theft escape the current
definition.

The proposal with respect to u. s.s.G. § 3Bl.2 (role in the offense)
is also an improvement.
I would suggest option one is the most
preferable of the options under Note 7 reading as follows: Option
1 is prefered because it affords the sentencing judge the most
flexibility in determining whether or not to apply the two level
adjustment for minor role and, unlike option 2, does not repeat the
Application Note position contained in Note 8 concerning burden of
pursuasion.
The firearms amendments are mostly technical and it would be useful
for the Commission to have a period where it does not amend the
firearms guideline.
I
do believe that an appropriate
differentiation can be made between different weapons including
weapons that fall within 26 u.s.c. § 5845 and its various
subdivisions.
Whether the differentiation should be made by
different offense levels, by placement of the sentence within a the
guideline range, or by a Commission-guided departure, depends on
the weapon involved . It would seem that a fully automatic machine
gun is different from a sawed-off shotgun which is different from
a sawed- off rifl e which is different from other weapons such as
tear gas "pen guns," a l l of which are prohibited in Title 26.
I have no great critism of the proposed amendment § 3Bl.3 abuse of
position of special trust or use of special skill .
However,
perhaps the time has come to separate these two concepts into
separate adjustment sections. It would seem to me be best to leave
special trust as a Chapter 3 adjustment with appropriate
illustrations in the application notes rather than adding it as a
specific offense characteristic in a hit or miss fashion to various
guidelines relating to fraud or embezzlement or in general to the
embezzlement guideline.
Certainly the proposed amendment is
superior to the additional issue for comment, particularly as it
relates to deleting the example regarding "ordinary bank tellers".

•

The proposal relating to 5Kl . l - issue 24 - will apply to very few
cases if it is intended to exclude "crimes of violence " where that
concept includes drug offenses.
It also has limited usefulness
because of the exclusion of anyone who is not a "first offender".

•
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At least it should include all category I offenders and perhaps all
category I and category II offenders.
The injustice which it is
intended to address is not related or necessarily related to
·whether the defendant is category I or category VI, but the
proposal is at least some improvement over the current requirement
for a government motion.
I should add with respect to § SK that I have, as have other
attorneys, experienced cases in which this proposed amendment could
well have made a difference.

•

•

With respect to the proposal number 25 relating to § 681 . 2 the idea
is commendable. Perhaps a stronger word than "encourages" should
be utilized. I would suggest a policy statement that requires the
government to make such the disclosures at either option point and
provides as a ground for downward departure the intentional failure
of the government to do so. Experiences has taught that toothless
platitudes rarely modify prosecutorial behavior in an adversary
system.
The Commission should ·act on issue for comment number 40 relating
to the mandatory minimum and distinction between cocaine and
cocaine base .
Significant support exists not only from the
interjection of the Commissions expertise, but also other sectors
of the criminal justice system for the elimination of this
distinction.
Proposed numbers 44, 45 and 46 are all poor ideas, poor policy, and
should not result in favorable action.
They would increase
unwarranted disparities and would not further the purposes of
sentencing indicated by Congress.
Proposal number 57 submitted by the Department of Justice should
not be acted upon . It is an attempt to accomplish exactly the
opposite of what it purports to do.
The Department of Justice
obviously intends to utilize its proposed amendment, if it becomes
the guideline, as the Commission's position which ought to be
followed by the Courts in prohibiting attacks on prior convictions.
It is my understanding that the Commission wishes to take no
position and allow the courts to develop their own procedures. If
the Commission does intend to take a position on this procedural
question, it should study the matter, invite additional comment,
and it is hoped, ultimately recommended that the courts permit
collateral attacks on prior convictions utilized to enhance
sentences .

•
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I had promised to make this letter brief.
There are many other
things I could or should say, but will not. I will say that the
last two cycles of amendments have been encouraging insofar as they
have addressed problems of harshness and not simply been "fixes" of
guidelines which appear to be too low to some other components of
the criminal justice system.

Tic;;-<-----

Assistant Federal Defender
SFT/tmw

•

•

•
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746 U.S. POST O FFICE
AND COURT HOUSE
5th AND MAIN STREET
CINCINNATI 45202-3980

U N ITED STATES DISTRIC T COURT
SOUTHERN OISTRicr OF OHIO
PROBATION OFFICE

February 23, 1993

u. s. Sentenc ing Commiss ion
One Columbu s Circle, N. E . , Suite 2 - 500
Washing ton, D. C. 20002 - 8002
Attentio n: Public Informa tion
Dear Judge Wilkins
Attached hereto are persona l comment s regardin g certain proposed
guidelin e amendme nts. I have written a separate documen t for each
of the issues on which I commente d . Understa nd that the comment s
provided are only my own and are not represe ntative of this agency
or the Court for which I work.

••

Thank you for
amendme nts .

opportu nity

Sincere ly

David E. Miller, Deputy Chief
Probatio n Officer

u. s.

•

the

to

comment

on

the

proposed

•

UNITED STATES DISTRI CT COURT
Date:

To :
From:
Re :

SOUTHERN DISTRICT O F O HIO
PROBATIO N OFFICE

746 U.S. POST OFFICE
AND COURT HOUSE
5th AND MAIN STREET
CINCINNATI 45202-3980

Februa ry 16, 1993

United States Senten cing Commis sion
Public Inform ation
David E. Miller , Deputy Chief
Probat ion Office r

u. s .

More than minima l plannin g

The Commis sion should remove this as a
specif ic offense
charac teristi c
from
guidel ines
in which
it
is
presen tly
incorp orated . There is vast dispar ity in the applic ation of this
factor and it is often a bone of conten tion for the Court to
resolve at senten cing.
The intent of the Commis sion to take this factor into consid eration
by buildin g it in to loss table when the loss increa ses means the
factor will be adequa tely consid ered .

•

•

I also think the Commis sion should adopt an amendm ent that create s
a specif ic offense charac teristi c that provid es that if the
offens e, includi ng all releva nt conduc t, involve d a single
opport unistic act, a 2 level decrea se may be given.
It is
import ant the guidel ine or commen tary . emphas ize all releva nt
conduc t is to be consid ered in making this determ ination , otherw ise
contro versy over it and the act underly ing the offens e of
convic tion will be rampan t.
Making these change s will reduce the
partie s in the dispute resolu tion
penaliz e those at higher offense
reducti on for the true situati onal
straigh t probat ion option more often

amount of time taken by all
proces s; will more fairly
levels , and; will allow a
offend er, thus allowin g the
for such defend ants .

UNITED STATES POSTAL SERVICE
ROOM 3100
475 L'ENFANT Plf'ZA SW
•

- - -·· WASHINGTON"t)C 2(1260.2100
CHIEF POSTAL INSPECTOR
INSPECTION SERVICE

March 15 , 1993

United States Sentencing Commissio n
One Columbus Circle , N. E.
Suite 2-500, South Lobby
Washingto n, DC 20002 - 8002
Attention :

Public I nformation

Gentlemen :

•

•

The u.s. Postal Servic e respectfu lly submits its comments
on the 1993 proposed guideline amendment s. As an overview,
we disagree with the proposed guidelines on money laundering (Amepdment 20) and the guideline commentar y on public
trust (Amendment 23), and request the adoption of the proposed amendment s submitted by the Postal Service relating
to the theft of mail (Amendment 44), and the public trust
enhanceme nt for offenses committed by postal employees
(Amendment 46) . In addition, we strongly urge the Commission to consider the future formulatio n of a "multiple
victim" adjustmen t guideline (Amendment 45) . Our comments
are explained more fully in the following:
Proposed Amendment 20, S 251 .1 , S 251 .2. We
disagree with the proposed revisions to the
money laundering guideline based on the
statutory purpose of 18 u.s .c. §§ 1956, 1957.
The legislativ e intent of these statutes is
to create a separate crime offense to deter
criminals from attempting to profit from their
illegal activities and to impose a higher
penalty for this type of criminal misconduc t.
To accomplis h this, the statutes prescribe
crimi nal penalties separate from and higher
than those of the underlying crimi nal offense
which gave r ise to the monies, property or
proceeds involved in the money laundering .
This legislativ e intent would in effect be
vitiated by the revision to the guideline .
Because the underlying offense and the money
launderi ng are two separat e crimes, we believe
the guide lines s hould l i kewise mai ntain t hi s

•
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Technical correction s to the proposed amendment
are needed to clarify the applicatio n of the
guideline for its purpose. The amendment would
read as follows:
8. If the offense involved a scheme
to steal multiple pieces of
undeliver ed United States Mail and
the offense level determine d above
is less than level 14, increase to
level 14.

•

Proposed Amendment 45, (S 3A1.4). The Postal
Service remains committed to the principle of
victims' rights and supports more guideline s
which emphasize victim impact in the sentencing
process. We believe the sentencing level
should reflect the total harm caused by the
defendant 's criminal misconduc t. Our proposed
guideline accomplis hes this by including a
victim-re lated adjustmen t based on the number
of victims. For example, in volume mail theft
crimes, and in consumer fraud crimes, substantial numbers of victims are directly harmed.
We believe that the number of victims impacted
by the defendant 's relevant conduct should
warrant an increase in the offense level.
Furthermo re, we feel such a guideline should
be applied to any offense which results in
multiple victims for these reasons.
As proposed, our amendment would give a
two-level increase for a crime which results in
two or more victims; those crimes affecting
more than 100 victims would be subject to an
additiona l two-level increase for each 250
victims, up to a maximum eight-lev el increase.

•

Because our proposed amendment is a Chapter 3
adjustmen t, it would impact on other offenses
beyond those which are postal related, which
requires a more comprehen sive analysis of
multiple victim crimes. According ly, we urge
the Commissio n to include the study and
formulatio n of a multiple victim guideline as
a priority issue for 1994 •

•
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Your considera tion of these issues is appreciate d . If
addi tional informatio n is needed, please contact me at
(202) 268-4267.
Sincerely ,

K

f/u_..__Ju;;,__

K. J . Hunter

•

•
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EDISON ELECTRIC
INSTITUTE

PET£RB KHS£Y

Vice President
Lawand Corpora!eSecre!ary

March 15, 1993
The Honorable William W. Wilkins, Jr., Chairman
Members of the U.S. Sentencing Commission
United States Sentencing Commission
One Columbus Circle, N.E.
Suite 2-500, South Lobby
Washington, D.C. 20002-8002
Dear Chairman Wilkins and Members of the Commission:

•

The Edison Electric Institute ("EEl") is grateful for the opportunity to present
comments to the Commission on the proposed amendments to the sentencing
guidelines. 1 EEl is the association of electric companies. Its members serve 99
percent of all customers served by the investor-owned segment of the industry.
They generate approximately 78 percent of all the electricity in the country and
service 76 percent of all ultimate customers in the nation. Its members are
pervasively regulated at the federal and state level in all aspects of their business.
These electric utilities range in size from ones employing less than 100 employees
to ones employing more than 10,000 employees. Our member companies have a
real and direct interest in the content of the propo,s ed amendments to the
individual guidelines given enforcement trends toward the prosecution of
corporate managers and supervisors.

Amendment No. 23, Abuse of Position of Trust

I.

The Commission invites comment on a proposed amendment to§ 3B1.3 (Abuse
2
of Position of Trust or Use of Special Skill). The proposed amendment
attempts to reformulate the definition of what constitutes a "special trust."

•

Sentencing Guidelines for United States Courts; Notice, 57 Fed. Reg.
62,832 (December 31, 1992)(hereinafte r "Notice") .
1

2 Amendment No. 23, Notice at 62,842.
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v.

Amendment No. 45, Multiple Victims

The United States Postal Service requests that the Commission create in Chapter
Three, Part A, a new victim-related general adjustment to take into account
8
increased harm caused when there is more than one victim. The proposed
amendment is as follows:
If the offense affected more than one victim, increase
the offense level by 2 levels. If the offense affected
100 victims or more, increase the offense by 2 levels
for every 250 victims.
No. of victims

•

Increase in offense level

2- 99
100-349
350-649
more than 650

2
4
6

8

The Postal Service specifically recommended that this departure be included as a
victim-related adjustment applicable to all offenses involving multiple victims
9
rather than limited to specific types of offenses.
First of all, courts need to look to the statute and regulations that define the
offense for which a defendant is being sentenced to determine whether "number
of victims" is a relevant factor in sentencing. If the statute or regulations identify
factors for the court to consider in setting the level of fine or imprisonment for an
offense, and do not list "number of victims" as a relevant factor, it may not be
appropriate for the court to consider. Furthermore, even if number of victims is a
relevant factor, in many cases it will have been addressed by the prosecutor
bringing multiple counts against the defendant. For the court to enhance the
defendant's sentence based on "number of victims" in such cases would be to
penalize the defendant twice for the same conduct.

•

8 Amendme nt No. 45, Notice at 62,853 .

9 Letter to the Honorable William W. Wilkins, Jr. from Chief Postal Inspector

K.J. Hunter, dated November 27, 1992.

•

•
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In addition, EEl is concerned that the proposed amendment would prove too
vague and, thus, difficult for sentencing courts to apply. Specifically, the proposed
amendment does not define under what circumstances an "affected" party would
be deemed a victim or the degree to which a party would have to be "affected" in
order to be deemed a victim. In this regard, EEl is particularly concerned about
the impact of the proposed amendment on persons convicted of offenses involving
the environment. In such cases, more than one individual may be affected by an
offense, but this may not correlate to degree of actual harm experienced by any of
those individuals, and the effects may be an indirect consequence of the conduct
for which the defendant is being sentenced.
Moreover, unlike other adjustments in Chapter 3, Part A -- vulnerable victims,
official victims, and restraint of victims -- the proposed amendment deals not with
knowing conduct aimed at particular victims but with possible unforeseen impacts
on unintended victims. While such an adjustment may be desirable when applied
to specific offenses, particularly offenses intended to affect multiple victims, its
application across a wide variety of offenses without such constraints would inject
an unacceptable degree of uncertainty into the sentencing process .
Therefore, EEl recommends that the Commission reject the proposed amendment
as being too broad and ill-defined. At a minimum, the Postal Service should be
required to identify the types of offenses directly of concern to it in proposing the
amendment, and the amendment should be limited to those types of violations.
AJso, even as to those types of violations, the Commission needs to provide
guidance about who qualifies as a victim. Furthermore, courts should be
instructed to consider whether "number of victims" is relevant under the statute
and regulations being enforced and given the facts of the case, including the
number of counts brought by the prosecutor and the defendant's state of mind in
committing the offense.
·Thank you for considering our views on these matters.
Very truly yours,

•
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United States sentencing Commission
ATTN: PUBLIC INFORMATION
one Columbus circle North East
Suite 2- 500 - South Lobby
Washington, D.C. 20002 - 8002
Re:

Comment on Proposed Amendments

To The Honorable United States sentencing Commission:

•

I write to you, in as brief a form as possible, to express my
comments on the proposed amendments in the sentencing guidelines.
The fact that I am an assistant federal public defender for
approximatel y 13 years makes me both a well informed and biased
source, of which I am sure you are cognizant.
I applaud and encourage the thought and effort made to amend the
loss tables and deal with the problem of more "than minimal
planning" insofar as it has resulted in disparate treatments and a
considerable amount of litigation. With respect to the additional
issues for comment in this section, I definitely believe that the
loss tables should have fewer and larger ranges in the lower ends.
The loss tables at the higher ends are so large as to be beyond my
experience and have no opinion as to whether they need adjustment.
Although more work would need to be done, I would encourage the
Commission to modify the definition and approach to a more than
minimal planning enhancement as opposed to building it into the
loss table or, alternatively , building it into the loss table
further from the bottom ranges, maintaining the lesser enhancement
as long as possible and perhaps adding a third and additional level
increase at the far end.
With respect to redefining more than minimal planning, I do have
some suggestions:

•

1.

Build in a two level decrease for spur of the moment or
sudden temptation conduct;

•

•
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2.

Do not provide for multiple victim enhancement until the
number of victims has reached an appreciably large level
i.e. 15 or 2 0 and perhaps make this enhancement an
additional one or two levels at an additionally large
number such as 40 or · so;

3.

Require, by example, truly more than the ordinary conduct
to commit the offense before an enhancement is added.
Few if any types of fraud or theft escape the current
definition.

The proposal with respect to u.s.s.G. § 3Bl.2 (role in the offense)
is also an improvement.
I would suggest option one is the most
preferable of the options under Note 7 reading as follows: Option
l is prefered because it affords the sentencing judge the most
flexibility in determining whether or not to apply the two level
adjustment for minor role and, unlike option 2, does not repeat the
Application Note position contained in Note 8 concerning burden of
pursuasion.
The firearms amendments are mostly technical and it would be useful
for the Commission to have a period where it does not amend the
firearms
guideline.
I
do
believe
that
an
appropriate
differentiation can be made between different weapons including
weapons that fall within 26 u.s.c. § 5845 and its various
subdivisions.
Whether the differentiation should be made by
different offense levels, by p l acement of the sentence within a the
guideline range, or by a Commission-guided departure, depends on
the weapon involved. It would seem that a fully automatic machine
gun is different from a sawed-off shotgun which is different from
a sawed-off rifle which is different from other weapons such as
tear gas "pen guns," all of which are prohibited in Title 26.
I have no great critism of the proposed amendment § 3Bl.3 abuse of
position of special trust or use of special skill.
However,
perhaps the time has come to separate these two concepts into
separate adjustment sections. It would seem to me be best to leave
special trust as a Chapter 3 adjustment with appropriate
illustrations in the application notes rather than adding it as a
specific offense characteristic in a hit or miss fashion to various
guidelines relating to fraud or embezzlement or in general to the
embezzlement guideline.
Certainly the proposed amendment is
superior to the additional issue for comment, particularly as it
relates to deleting the example regarding "ordinary bank tellers".

•

The proposal relating to SKl.l - issue 24 -will apply to very few
cases if it is intended to exclude "crimes of violence" where that
concept includes drug offenses .
It also has limited usefulness
because of the exclusion of anyone who is not a "first offender".

•
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At least it should include all category I offenders and perhaps all
category I and category II offenders.
The injustice which it is
intended to address is not related or necessarily related to
· whether the defendant is category I or category VI, but the
proposal is at least some improvement over the current requirement
for a government motion.
I should add with respect to § SK that I have, as have other
attorneys, experienced cases in which this proposed amendment could
well have made a difference.

•

•

With respect to the proposal number 25 relating to § 6Bl.2 the idea
is commendable. Perhaps a stronger word than "encourages" should
be utilized. I would suggest a policy statement that requires the
government to make such the disclosures at either option point and
provides as a ground for downward departure the intentional failure
of the government to do so. Experiences has taught that toothless
platitudes rarely modify prosecutorial behavior in an adversary
system.
The Commission should act on issue for comment number 40 relating
to the mandatory minimum and distinction between cocaine and
cocaine base.
Significant support exists not only from the
interjection of the Commissions expertise, but also other sectors
of the criminal justice system for the elimination of this
distinction.
Proposed numbers 44, 45 and 46 are all poor ideas, poor policy, and
should not result in favorable action.
They would increase
unwarranted disparities and would not further the purposes of
sentencing indicated by Congress.
Proposal number 57 submitted by the Department of Justice should
not be acted upon. It is an attempt to accomplish exactly the
opposite of what it purports to do.
The Department of Justice
obviously intends to utilize its proposed amendment, if it becomes
the guideline, as the Commission's position which ought to be
followed by the Courts in prohibiting attacks on prior convictions.
It is my understanding that the Commission wishes to take no
position and allow the courts to develop their own procedures. If
the Commission does intend to take a position on this procedural
question, it should study the matter, invite additional comment,
and it is hoped, ultimately recommended that the courts permit
collateral attacks on prior convictions utilized to enhance
sentences •

•
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I had promised to make this letter brief. There are many other
things I could or should say, but will not. I will say that the
last two cycles of amendments have been encouraging insofar as they
have addressed problems of harshness and not simply been "fixes" of
guidelines which appear to be too low to some other components of
the criminal justice system.

SCOTT F. TI SEN
Assistant Federal Defender
SFT/tmw
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Honorable William Wilkins, Jr.
Federal Sentencing Commission
One Columbus Circle, N.E.
Suite 2- 500
South Lobby
Washington, DC 20002-8002
In Re:

Proposed Amendments By The
Practitioners Advisory Group

Dear Judg e Wilkins:
The Board of Directors of the Pennsylvania
Association of Criminal Defense Lawyers wishes to express our
approval of the proposed amendments to the Federal Sentencing
Guidelines as submitted by the Practitioners Advisory Group .
As practitioners, we experience first-hand the impact of the
Guidelines not only on our clients but on the enti r e judicial
system.
In stating our support, we draw particular
attention to the following:
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Jeanne M, Clnt:burg
Nt'l:nlons

O•vld M.. Mt'Giaujj:hlin
Commi1 lCC'

Caroline M. Rot>erto
StnUefllC' L1t15tauon
$. Lee: Ru5lan(ler. fl

Wom en :m d MmoriUcs
Marilyn J . Oelb

Proposed Amendment 35 . Treatment of acquitted
conduct under §1Bl.3 Relevant Conduct. PACDL
prefers Option 1 yet recognizes that the majority
of conduct deemed relevant conduct for sentencing
purposes is generally not included in acquitted
counts but is most often " uncharged conduct".
Further , we believe that any conduct used for
sentencing should meet the beyond a reasonable
doubt standard and should be submitted to the trier
of fact during trial .
Proposed Amendment 36. Rule 11 procedure . PACDL
supports the recommendation in this comments .
It
should also be noted that the Federal Court section
of the Allegheny County Bar Association is
recommending that the local rules for the Western
District of Pennsylvania be amended to require a
pretrial conference including the Government
prosecutor, the defendant and the probation officer
in order to disclose the facts and circumstances of
the offense and the offender characteristics
applicable to the Sentencing Guideline range.
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Proposed Amendment 39. Reduction of offense level for
drug quantity .
PACDL supports
overall scheme of
this proposed amendment and believes that a maximum
offense level of 36 achieves the purpose of the
Sentencing Guidelines system.
The proposed amendments by the Practitioners Advisory
Group are a definite improvement upon the Federal Sentencing
Guidelines as they presently exist . The input of attorneys who
work with the Guidelines on
front line '' must always be given
high
PACDL
the efforts of the Advisory Group .
Very sincerely,

Caroline M. Roberto
Board Member and Chair of the
Sentencing Committee
•

•
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United States Sentencing Commission
1331 Pennsylvania Avenue, N.W., Suite 1400
Washington, D.C. 20004
Dear Commissioner s:
This letter concerns Proposed Amendment 1, included in the
Guideline amendments proposed for public comment by the Commission on
December 31 , 1992. The amendment would prohibit conduct of which the
defendant has been acquitted from being considered as relevant conduct;
an application note suggests that such "acquitted conduct" may, in an
exceptional case, provide a basis for an upward departure.

•
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It would
I strongly urge the adoption of this amendment.
current
the
of
features
eliminate one of the most indefensible
and
results
bizarre
yielded
has
guideline system, a feature that
.
disrepute
into
system
brought the guideline
For purposes of determining conduct that counts as "relevant
conduct," the Guidelines currently make no distinction between
uncharged conduct and conduct for which the defendant has been charged,
tried, and acquitted. Both categories of conduct are not only included
as "relevant conduct," but they both are priced at the same level of
severity.
An extraordinary example of the effect of the current practice
is contained in ·a case recently decided by the Court of Appeals for the
(2d Cir. Dec.
F.2d
Second Circuit, United States v. Concepcion,
two weapons
28, 1992). One defendant, Nelson Frias, was charged
offenses and a narcotics conspiracy offense. A jury convicted him of
the weapons offenses and acquitted him of the drug conspiracy offense.
His guideline range based solely on the conduct of which he was
Because the acquitted conduct was
convicted was 12 to 18 months.
considered relevant conduct, his guideline range was increased to a
range of from 210 to 262 months, exactly the same range that would have
applied if he had been convicted of the narcotics conspiracy. He was
sentenced to 20 years, the maximum statutory sentence available for the
two weapons offenses. His sentence is thirteen times higher than the
sentence he would have received had he been sentenced in the guideline
range applicable to the conduct of which he was convicted.
The Second Circuit felt compelled , by the Guidelines and
existing case law, to rule the guideline calculation lawful. However,
the Court also ruled that the circumstance s permitted consideratio n of

•
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a downward departure from the enhanced guideline range that resulted
from the inclusion of acquitted conduct as relevant conduct.
Use of acquitted conduct to achieve the same guideline range
that would result if a defendant were convicted is a serious flaw in a
guideline system that endeavors to promote confidence in a rational
system of sentencing. The Second Circuit's permission for a departure
downward from the guideline range enhanced by the acquitted conduct is
not an adequate substitute for the proposal in amendment 1 to eliminate
acquitted conduct from relevant conduct while permitting,
in
exceptional cases, an upward departure from the guideline calculated
without regard to the acquitted conduct.

•

Acquitted conduct was recognized as relevant to sentencing in
the pre-Guidelines era on the theory that the jury's acquittal
indicated only that the conduct had not been proven beyond a reasonable
doubt, whereas the sentencing judge was entitled to find the conduct
established by a preponderance of the evidence, the standard generally
applicable to aggravating circumstances weighed at- sentencing.
But
courts that had permitted such use of acquitted conduct did. so only to
permit a sentencing judge to "consider" acquitted conduct. ·s ee United
states v. sweig, 454 F.2d 181, 184 (2d cir. 1972).
They did not
contemplate that, under a guidelines regime, an acquittal would subject
a defendant to the same severity of punishment as a conviction. It is
the current inclusion of acquitted conduct as relevant conduct, priced
at the same severity as convicted conduct, that achieves the Kafkaesque
result illustrated by the case of Nelson Frias.
Amendment 1 should be adopted and explicitly made available
retroactively, see u.s.s.G. § 1B1.10. If the commission is unwilling
at this time to eliminate acquitted conduct from consideration as
relevant conduct, as proposed in amendment 1, then the Commission
should consider, as an alternate, permitting the sentencing judge to
count the acquitted conduct at some reduced level of severity, perhaps
between one-third and two-thirds (in the judge's discretion) of the
level appropriate for convicted or uncharged conduct.
Amendment 1 probably will apply to only a small number of
defendants. But its elimination will greatly enhance public confidence
in the Commission.
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Jon 0. Newman
United States Circuit Judge
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Michael Courlander
Public Information Specialist
United States Sentencing Commission
One Columbus Circle , N.E.
Suite 2-500
Washington, DC 20002-8002
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Re : Proposed Amendments 1 and

Dear Mr . Courlander:
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American Bar

h my father as Co-Reporter to the
Also, siDce 1989 I have served witthird edition of its Criminal Justice Standards for

Association's effort to promulgate aures, which were adopted formally by the ABA on
Sentencing Alternatives and Proced ever, represents my own views and not necessarily those of
February 9, 1993. This Jetter, how
the ABA.
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In conjunction with the proposed amendment to§ 181.3(c), I suggest a parallel
amendment within Part K ("Departures")-- perhaps in the policy statement of§ 5K2.0,
perhaps in a new policy statement-- providing that ·conduct of whicb the defendant has
been acquitted after trial shall not be considered as grounds for departure from the
guidelines. • I recognize that this suggestion conflicts with Proposed Amendment 1 insofar as
the Commission would amend§ 181.3, comment (n. 11) to provide that acquittal conduct may
provide basis for departure in an exceptional case. The Commission proposal, to this extent,
would permit the result in United Stales v. Juarez-Onega, 866 F.2d 747 (5th Cir. 1989) (per
curiam), and similar cases. As outlined in Sentencing Facts, 45 Stan. L. Rev. at 531-33,
550-52, the policies supporting a bar on acquittal conduct at sentencing extend equally to
· departure and to guideline sentences. On this ground, I would delete the second sentence of
proposed§ 181.3 comment (n. 11).
Proposed Amendment 34. The Commission has invited comment on a further
amendment to§ 181.3 as submitted by the American Bar Association's Sentencing Guidelines
Committee (the "SGC amendment"). The SGC amendment would •restrict the court's
consideration of conduct that is relevant to determining the applicable guideline range
to (A) conduct that is admitted by the defendant in connection with a plea of guilty or
nolo contendere and/or (B) conduct that constitutes the elements of the offense of which
the defendant was convicted. • I wish to comment in favor of the SGC amendment, which
should be adopted in addition to Proposed Amendment 1.
First, the SGC amendment would alter the basic operation of§ 181.3, changing it from
a modified "real--offense" provision into a modified "conviction-offense" provision. The
policy choices relevant to such a decision are complex. In Sentencing Facts, 45 Stan. L. Rev.
at 547-65, I have argued that the conviction--offense program is far preferable to the realoffense alternative. I do not reproduce that argument here. I will note, however, that state
guidelines jurisdictions have been uniform in their endorsement of conviction--offense
sentencing. See Michael Tonry, Salvaging the Sentencing Guidelines in Seven Easy Steps, 4
Fed. Sent. Rptr. 355, 356-57 (June 1992) (recommending that the federal commission adopt a
conviction--offense scheme); Sentencing Facts, 45 Stan. L. Rev . at 535-41.
Finally, the SGC amendment is consistent with the newly adopted ABA Criminal
Justice Standards, Sentencing Alternatives and Procedures (3d ed., approved February 9,
1993). The applicable Standard, § 18-3.6, provides as follows:

•
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Standard 18-3.6. Offense of conviction as basis for sentence.
The legislature and the agency performing the intermediate function [e.g.,
the sentencing commission) should provide that the severity of sentences and the
types of sanctions imposed are to be determined by sentencing courts with
reference to the offense of conviction in light of def"med aggravating and
mitigating factors. The offense of conviction should be fixed by the charges
proven at trial or established as the factual basis for a plea of guilty or nolo
contendere. Sentence should not be based upon the so-called •reaf offense,·
where different from the offense of conviction.

•

*

*

In conclusion, Proposed Amendment 1 represents a significant improvement upon
existing Jaw, although its reach should be extended to departure sentences. Proposed
Amendment 34 is also an important advance, and should be adopted in addition to Proposed
Amendment 1.
Sincerely,

Kevin R. Reitz
Associate Professor of Law
VIA FEDERAL EXPRESS
cc: Members of the United States Sentencing Commission
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Honorable William Wilkins, Jr .
Fe deral Sentencing Commission
One Columbus Circl e , N. E.
Suite 2-500
South Lobby
Washingt on, DC 20002-8002
In Re:

Proposed Amendments By The
Practitioners Advisory Group

De ar Judge Wilkins:
The Board of Directors of the Pennsylvania
Association of Criminal De fense Lawyers wishes to e xpr e ss our
approval of the proposed amendments to the F e deral Sentencing
Guidelines as submitted by the Practitioners Advisory Group.
As practitione rs, we experience first-hand the impact of th e
Guidelines not only on our clients but on the entire judicial
system .
In stating our support, we draw particular
attention to the following :
Proposed Amendment 35. Treatment of acquitted
conduct under §1Bl.3 Relevant Conduct. PACDL
pr e fers Option 1 yet recognizes that the majority
of conduct deemed relevant conduct for sentencing
purposes is generally not included in acquitted
counts but is most often "uncharged conduct".
Further , we believe that any conduct used for
sentencing should me et the beyond a reasonabl e
doubt standard and should be submitted to the trier
of fact during trial.
Proposed Amendme nt 36. Rule 11 procedure. PACDL
supports the recommendation in this comments .
It
should also be noted that the Federal Court section
of the Allegheny County Bar Association is
recommending that t he local rules for the Western
District of Pennsylvania be amended to require a
pretrial conference including the Government
p r osecut o r , t h e de fe ndant and th e probation officer
in orde r to disclos e t he f a c t s and circumstance s of
t h e offe nse and t h e o ffe nder characte ris t ics
applicabl e t o the Se nte ncing Guid e line r ange .

•

Honorable Williams Wilkins, Jr •
March 12, !"9'91'
Page Two

Proposed Amendment 39. Reduction of offense level for
drug quantity. PACDL supports the overall scheme of
this proposed amendment and believes that a maximum
offense level of 36 achieves the purpose of the
Sentencing Guidelines system .
The proposed amendments by the Practitioners Advisory
Group are a definite improvement upon the Federal Sentencing
Guidelines as they presently e xist. The input of attorneys who
work with the Guidelines on "the front line" must always be given
high priority . PACDL supports
efforts of the Advisory Group.
Very sincerely,

Caroline M. Roberto
Board Member and Chair of the
Sentencing Committee
•

•
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March 10, 1993

412 · 844 · 3333

Hon. William w. Wilkins, Jr .,
Chairman, U.S. Sentencing Commission
·
Suite 2-500, South Lobby
One Columbus Circle Northeast
Washington, D.C. 20002-8002
Dear Judge Wilkins:
Re:

•
l ·"
''

•

United States Sentencing Guidelines

I am responding to the invitation of the Sentencing
Commission to comment on the proposed amendments to the
Guidelines and the proposals of various groups. I have served as
a state court trial judge for five years and a federal district
court judge for 15 years in a metropolitan area. Hence, I bring
best and worst of both .
to roy work a fair understanding of
reviewing the Proposed ·Guideline
criminal justice
Amendments. In my judgment, the federal sentencing guidelines
are inferior to the state court guidelines in Pennsylvania, and
therefore I have scanned the Proposed Amendments in ·an :attempt to
select the ame ndments that will improve the federal sentencing ··

scheme.

Proposed Guideline Amendment No. 1, Pg. No. 1 should be
adopted as urged by the Practitioners Advisory Group in Option 1
at Pg. 56. Most citizens and virtually every juror would be
shocked to learn that a court is required to include conduct in
the sentencing equation that their representatives have found not
proven by the prosecution. In addition, any exception to a
comolete bar of such evidence strikes most informed observers as
unfair and one-sided. Prior to the guidelines, federal trial
judges did not consider acquitted conduct at the time of
sentencing, and the supporters of the guidelines have failed to
sustain their burden of proving that § 1Bl.3, as constituted, has
had any deterrent effect upon aberrant conduct, or has promoted
uniformity in sentencing.
Proposed Guideline Amendment No. 10, Pg. 20 should be
adopted to promote uniformity of law and introduce common sense
The inclusion of uningestible
in a difficult. area of
pr01il'otes pubiic
mixtures in thE! weight of ..controlled
to
leads
aiso
It
cynicism and contempt by the offender.
··
therefore
and
cases·
·
disp.r oportionate sentences in certain
undermines the foundation on wtich the gu.i delines are bottor.led .

•
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Amendments 29 and 30 (Judicial Conference) are
long overdue. The members of the Commission and staff are fond
of stating at various circuit Judicial Conferences and in other
fora that departures are authorized in appropriate cases under
the guidelines. The courts of appeals are often blamed by
members of the Commission for being too rigid in interpreting the
departure provisions. The Criminal Law Committee of the Judicial
· conference has now provided the Sentencing Commission with the
opportunity to stand up and be counted on this issue.
Proposed Amendments 31, 32 and 33 (American Bar
Association) are progressive proposals that recognize that
prisons are limited resources that should be reserved for the
most serious offenders. They also recognize that for many nonviolent offenders there are effective alternative sentences. For
many years prior to the guidelines, I kept a record concerning
the number of offenders that violated a probationary sentence.
The number of violators totalled 15% This means that 85% of the
defendants did not violate probation and for these offenders a
non-prison sentence was successful, effective and obviously less
expensive.

•
\

. -. .

Proposed Amendments 37 and 38 (Practitioners Advisory
Group} are sensible and deserve adoption. They advance
uniformity of application and fairness for offenders who do not
profit from an offense. This is especially important for nonviolent offenders for whom alternatives to total confipement may
be entirely appropriate.
Amendment No. 40 (Practitioners Advisory Group)
correctly captures the disparate impact of the guidelines upon
minorities. The 100 to 1 quantity ratio is irrational and leads
to unfair sentences. Quantity based sentencing involving crack
cocaine produces sentences, in many cases, that are harsh, have
no deterrent impact and are grossly disproportionate. The same
reasoning applies to Amendment No. 50 (Federal Offenders
Legislative Subcommittee) . Congress could not have intended such
results .
Thank you for giving me the opportunity to comment on
the matters pending before the Sentencing Commission.

Donald E.
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Wash ingto n, o.c. 2000 2-800 2
Re:

1993 Prop osed Amen dmen ts

Dear Chair man Wilk ins:

•
!.

I wish you and the Comm ission and the Judi cial
Work ing Grou p a prod uctiv e Marc h 8th conf eren ce.
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United States Sentencing Commission
One Columbus Circle, N.E.
Suite 2-500
Washington, D. C. 20002-8002
Dear Sentencing Commission:

•

•

I have reviewed with great interest your 1993 Proposed
Amendments to the Sentencing Guidelines.
The opportunity to
express my concerns, on a few of the proposed amendments, is
greatly appreciated. This particular group of amendments addresses
several important areas:
A. Relevant Conduct: Amendments #1 and 35 propose two
different ways to deal with acquitted conduct . Amendment
#35, option 1, proposes a total ban on the use of
acquitted conduct.
I personally favor this approach.
In addition to my personal preference, this is an area
that I have· discussed with numerous people. Lawyers and
non-lawyers alike are often shocked when they ·learn that
conduct, for which a defendant is acquitted, can still
be used as relevant conduct.
It is fundamental to our
system of justice that persons acquitted of criminal
charges are not directly or indirectly punished for that
conduct.
B. Substantial Assistance: Amendments #24, 31, and 47
suggest several ways to change the current system for
determining when substantial
assistance has been
rendered. This is an area which should be decided by the
sentencing court after the government has had an
opportunity to state its position. Without question the
government's
position
should
be
given
careful
consideratio n but the ultimate decision should be the
court's.
It has been my experience that "substantial
assistance" varies from one u.s. Attorney's Office to the
next and even from one AUSA to the next. Also based on
my experiences the decision not to move for a downward
departure ,
based
on
substantial
assistance ,
has
occasionally been arbitra ry .

•

C.
Specific Offender Characteristics:
Amendment # 29
would give the sentencing courts some flexibility in
fashioa.i:ng an appropriate sentence. While uniformity is
an important objective, it should not be the only
consideration.
D.
Sentencing Options; Non-violent, first offenders:
Amendment # 32 would also give sentencing courts more
flexibility.
Of the two options suggested in this
amendment, it seems that an additional ground for
departure would be the most effective way to reach this
type of offender.
While many other proposed amendments are equally deserving of
comment, I am going to limit myself to the four listed above. If
the Commission wishes for any additional input from me I am
available at your convenience.
Sincerely yours,

KENNETH F. IRVINE, JR. ·

•

•
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746 U.S. POST OFFICE
AND COURT HOUSE
5th AND MAIN STREET
CINCINN ATI 45202·3980

UNIT ED STATES DISTR ICT COUR T
SOUTH ER N DISTRIC T OF OH IO
PROBAT ION OFFICE

Febru ary 23, 199 3

u. s . Sente ncing Comm ission
One Colum bus Circl e, N. E., Sui te 2 - 500
Wash ington , D. c . 20002 - 8002
Atten tion : Publi c Infor matio n
Dear Judge Wilki ns
Attac hed heret o are perso nal comm ents regar ding certa
in
guide line amend men ts. I have writt en a separ ate doc ument propo sed
for each
of the i ssues on which I comm ented. Unde rstand that
the comm ents
provi ded are o n ly my own a n d are not repre senta tive of
this agenc y
or the court for which I work.

•

•

Thank you for
amend ments .

the

opport unity

Since rely

David E. Mil l er, Deput y Chief
Proba tion Offic er

u. s.

to

comm ent

on

the . propo sed
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AND COURT HOUSE

5th AND MAIN STREET
CINCINNATI 45202·3980

February 16, 1993
Proposed Amendment #11

FROM:

David E. Miller, Deputy Chief
U. S. Probation Officer

TO:

U. s. Sentencing Commission
Public Information

The synopsis of this proposed amendment indicates that a "snapshot"
of the offender ' s involvement arguably provides a more reliable
method of determining culpability.
I strongly disagree with that
theory and with the intent of this proposed amendment.
I contend that one adverse affect of this proposed amendment is to
create an adaptation to the application and meaning of re l evant
conduct as defined in section 1B1.3 . An exception to how 1B1.3 is
applied is foreseen if this amendmen t is passed . This will creat e
inconsistenc ies with the application of other guidelines, eg. 2B1.1
and 2F1.1 to name a few.
·
Drug distribution , almost by definition, is a continuous, ongoing
crime. The overall philosophy of the guidelines appears to be to
sanction , without doubl e counting, all harms to the victim or
victims of the criminal activity . The approach suggested by this
amendment compromises t h at philosophy deeply.
Additionally , the proposal will create difficulty for the Court and
probation officer in application and dispute r esolution. Another
element of factual determination is required and another issue for
potential dispute is raised .
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PUBLIC COMMENT OF CHARLES SULLIVAN TO THE
UNITED STATES SENTENCING COMMISSION
CURE very strongly opposes "in an exceptional case,
however , such conduct may provide a basis for an upward
departure" (amendment to Commentary to lBl. 3) .
through
crime
reducing
to
dedicated
is
CURE
rehabilitation . One of the first steps in this process is the
perception by the person convicted that " the system" is fair.
When the potential is there in the Guidelin es to use
believe the
then I
/"acquitted conduct to enhance a sentence,
system will be perceived as "rigged".

WUI'Iington
W•sconsm

Issue Chapters

in my opinion , this proposed amendment goes
In fact,
against the ver y s pirit of the confirmation hearings of the
that were conducted in 1985 by Sen.
first commissioner s
Charles Mathias , the Republican from Maryland.

CURE·ENOUGH (Ex-oHenders Need
Opponunrtres. Understanding. Gu•dance ·
and Help)
CURE For Veterans
CURE·SORT (Sex OHenders Restored
Through Treatment)
Federal Pnson Chapter of CURE
HOPE (Help Our Pnsoners ExiSt} of CURE
Lde-LongiCURE

I shall never forget Sen . Mathias asking t h e commissi onappointees "to raise their hands" if they had ever spent time
in jail. For those who had not, he encouraged them to vi sit
the jails and prisons.

Affiliates

By this exerci se , Sen. Mathias was encouraging a word
that is almost non-existent today , "mercy". Sen. Mathias was
indirectly telling the Commission that their attitude should
be one of coming down of the side of reducing (not enhancing)
the sentence whenever appropriate!

Creat>ons (Nonh Catobna)
lOt
Inside-Out: C•t•zens
Pnson Relonn . Inc. (Connectrcut)
Mrddle Ground (Arrzona)
JuSiroe tnr11atrves ol Rhode Island

Public Official Sponsors

Sen. Oan•el K. Akaka (O·HI)
• Sen. Oave OurenDerger (R·MN)
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Cong. Lourse M . Slau9hter (O·NY)
Cong Fortney fPete) Stark (0-CA)
(0.011)
Cong . LOuts
Cong Crarg A Washrngton (D·TX)

I encourage you to support the 33
In the same way,
d r ug sentences
reduce
would
proposed amendments that
especially the one that would .eliminate the weight of the
carrier in LSD cases .
have attached a copy of a recent
In this regard, I
letter that we have r ece ived. I have removed the name since
we are not certain if he wants his name to be known.
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March 10, 1993
United States Sentencing Commission
ATTN: PUBLIC INFORMATION
One Columbus circle North East
suite 2-500 - south Lobby
Washington, D.C. 20002 -8 002
Re:

Comment on Proposed Amendments

To The Honorable United States Sentencing Commission:

•

I write to you, in as brief a form as possible, to express my
comments on the proposed amendments in the sentencing guidelines.
The fact that I am an assistant federal public defender for
approximatel y 13 years makes me both a wall informed and biased
source, of which I am sure you are cognizant.
I applaud and encourage the thought and effort made to amend the
loss tables and deal with the problem of more "than minimal
planning" insofar as it has resulted in disparate treatments and a
considerable amount of litigation. With respect to the additional
issues for comment in this section, I definitely believe that the
loss tables should have fewer and larger ranges in the lower ends.
The loss tables at the higher ends are so large as to be beyond my
experience and have no opinion as to whether they need adjustment .
Although more work would need to be done, I would encourage the
Commission to modify the definition and approach to a more than
minimal planning enhancement as opposed to building it into the
loss table or, alternatively , building it into the loss table
further from the bottom ranges, maintaining the lesser enhancement
as long as possible and perhaps adding a third and additional level
increase at the far end.
With respect to redefining more than minimal planning, I do have
some suggestions:

•

1.

Build in a two level decrease for spur of the moment or
sudden temptation conduct;

•
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2.

Do not provide for multiple victim enhancement until the
number of victims has reached an appreciably large level
i.e. 15 or 20 and perhaps make this enhancement an
additional one or two levels at an additionally large
number such as 40 or 50;

3.

Require, by example, truly more than the ordinary conduct
to commit the offense before an enhancement is added.
Few if any types of fraud or theft escape the current
definition.

The proposal with respect to u.s.s.G. § 3Bl.2 (role in the offense)
I would suggest option one is the most
preferable of the options under Note 7 reading as follows: Option
1 is prefered because it affords the sentencing judge the most
flexibility in determining whether or not to apply the two level
adjustment for minor role and, unlike option 2, does not repeat the
Application Note position contained in Note 8 concerning burden of
pursuasion.

'j\' is also an improvement.

•

The firearms amendments are mostly technical and it would be useful
for the Commission to have a period where it does not amend the
firearms guideline.
I
do believe that an appropriate
differentiation can be made between different weapons including
weapons that fall within 26 u.s.c . § 5845 and its various
subdivisions.
Whether the differentiation should be made by
different offense levels, by placement of the sentence within a the
guideline range, or by a Commission-guided departure, depends on
the weapon involved. It would seem that a fully automatic machine
gun is different from a sawed-off shotgun which is different from
a sawed-off rifle which is different from other weapons such as
tear gas "pen guns," all of which are prohibited in Title 26.
I have no great critism of the proposed amendment § 3Bl.3 abuse of
position of special trust or use of special skill .
However,
perhaps the time has come to separate these two concepts into
separate adjustment sections. It would seem to me be best to leave
special trust as a Chapter 3 adjustment with appropriate
illustrations in the application notes rather than adding it as a
specific offense characteristic in a hit or miss fashion to various
guidelines relating to fraud or embezzlement or in general to the
embezzlement guideline.
Certainly the proposed amendment is
superior to the additional issue for comment, particularly as it
relates to deleting the example regarding "ordinary bank tellers".

•

The proposal relating to 5Kl.l - issue 24 - will apply to very few
cases if it is intended to exclude "crimes of violence" where that
concept includes drug offenses.
It also has limited usefulness
because of the exclusion of anyone who is not a "first offender".

- · - · - -- -·

•
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At least it should include all category I offenders and perhaps all
category I and category II offenders.
The injustice which it is
intended to address is not related or necessarily related to
whether the defendant is category I or category VI, but the
proposal is at least some improvement over the current requirement
for a government motion.
I should add with respect to § SK that I have, as have other
attorneys, experienced cases in which this proposed amendment could
well have made a difference.

•

•

With respect to the proposal number 25 relating to § 6Bl.2 the idea
is commendable. Perhaps a stronger word than "encourages" should
be utilized. I would suggest a policy statement that requires the
government to make such the disclosures at either option point and
provides as a ground for downward departure the intentional failure
of the government to do so. Experiences has taught that toothless
platitudes rarely modify prosecutoria l behavior in an adversary
system.
The Commission should act on issue for comment number 40 relating
to the mandatory minimum and distinction between cocaine and
cocaine base.
Significant support exists not only from the
interjection of the Commissions expertise, but also other sectors
of the criminal justice system for the elimination of this
distinction.
Proposed numbers 44, 45 and 46 are all poor ideas, poor policy, and
should not result in favorable action.
They would increase
unwarranted disparities and would not further the purposes of
sentencing indicated by Congress.
Proposal number 57 submitted by the Department of Justice should
not be acted upon. It is an attempt to accomplish exactly the
opposite of what it purports to do.
The Department of Justice
obviously intends to utilize its proposed amendment, if it becomes
the guideline, as the Commission's position which ought to be
followed by the Courts in prohibiting attacks on prior convictions.
It is my understandin g that the Commission wishes to take no
position and allow the courts to develop their own procedures. If
the Commission does intend to take a position on this procedural
question, it should study the matter, invite additional comment,
and it is hoped, ultimately recommended that the courts permit
collateral attacks on prior convictions utilized to enhance
sentences •

•
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I had promised to make this letter brief . There are many other
things I could or shoul d say, but will not. I will say that the
last two cycles of amendments have been encouraging insofar as they
have addressed problems of harshness and not simply been "fixes" of
guidelines which appear to be too low to some other components of
the criminal justice system .

SCOTT F. TICs;;;-Lc....- - -Assistant Federal Defender
SFT/ tmw

•
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Dear Chair man Wilk ins:
I wish you and the Comm ission and the Judic ial
Work ing Group a produ ctive March 8th confe rence .
subm it herew ith comm ents on the propo sed
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On separ ate pages , then, numb ered to match with
the numb er of the propo sed amend ment, I comm ent where ( 1)
that
I canno t restr ain myse lf; (2) where I feel certa in ded;
recor
vote
my
want
reaso nable minds will diffe r and I
(3) where I feel quali fied to take issue with the need
for any chang e at all; and, (4) where I disag ree for
reaso ns state d.
If any memb er of the Comm ission /staff revie wing
these remar ks wishe s furth er expla natio n, pleas e call.
Since rely,

•

Alice marie H. Stotl er
unite d State s Dist rict Judge

•

-,

Amendments 8, 9, 11, 39, 48, and 60

The mere existence of all these options suggests
that changes concerning greater latitude for minimal
criminal participaticn
( "1d
therefore
less
harsh
sentences) and, possibly, a j istinction among offenders
involved with "less dangerous" types of controlled
substance are widely thought to be desirable .
Hearing the discussion of the members of the Working
Group is essential to be able to cast a well-informed
vote on any of these.
At least one, however, seems
unnecessary, and that is Amendment 60.
One can only
infer that "ghost" co-defendants have been invoked so as
to justify comparative role status in some singledefendant cases .
Amendments 9 and 39 are more extensive in their
reach than Amendment 8, but they are more complicated.
If the Working Group concludes that emphasis on the role
of firearms is required, then Amendment 9 is on target.

•
'
-.·

•

-·

Adoption of Amendment 8 and possibly Amendment 48
would show movement
in the apparently desirable
direction . We could work with cases under the refined
definitions of "mitigated role" defendants and- those
whose offenses do not concern heroin and cocaine, and see
if the goal for more "individualized" sentences might be
achieved.
Finally, I find Amendment 11 arbitrary .
was meant to be, but I prefer status quo .

USSC93Aaendments
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Hon. William W. Wilkins, Jr.,
Chairman, U.S. Sentencing Commission
Suite 2-500, South Lobby
One Columbus Circle Northeast
Washington, D. C. 20002-8002
Dear Judge Wilkins:
Re:

•

•

United States Sentencing Guidelines

I am responding to the invitation of the Sentencing
Commission to comment on the proposed amendments to the
Guidelines and the proposals of various groups . I have served as
a state court trial judge for five years and a federal district
court judge for 15 years in a metropolitan area. Hence, I bring
and worst of both .
to my work a fair understanding of the
criminal justice syst.ems ·in reviewing the Proposed ·Guideline
Amendments . . In my judgment, the federal sentencing guidelines
are inferior to the state court guidelines in Pennsylvania, and
therefore I have scanned the Proposed Amendments in · an :attempt to
select the amendments that will improve the federal sentencing ··
scheme.
Proposed Guideline Amendment No . 1, Pg. No. 1 should be
adopted as urged by the Practitioners Advisory Group in Option 1
at Pg. 56. Most citizens and virtually every juror would be
shocked to learn that a court is required to include conduct in
the sentencing equation that their representatives have found not
proven by the prosecution. In addition , any exception to a
comolete bar . of such evi dence strikes most informed observers as
unfai r and one- sided. Prior to the guidelines, federal trial
judges did not consider acquitted conduct at the time of
sentencing, and the supporters of the guidelines have failed to
sustain their burden of proving that § 1B1 . 3, as constituted, has
had any deterrent effect upon aberrant conduct, or has promoted
uniformity in sentencing.
Proposed Guide l ine Amendment No. 1 0, Pg. 20 should be
uniformity of law a nd introduce common sense
adopted to
in a difficult area of sentencing. · The inc l usion of uningestible
promotes pubiic
mixtu res in the weight qf ..controlled
It also leads to
cynicism .and contempt .by the
·.
arid
sentences in certain

undermines the foundation on which the gu.idelines

bottor.ted .

•
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Amendments 29 and 30 (Judicial Conference) are
overdue. The members of the Commission and staff are fond
of stating at various Circuit Judicial Conferences and in other
fora that departures are authorized in appropriate cases under
the guidelines. The courts of appeals are often blamed by
members of the Commission for being too rigid in interpreting the
departure provisions. The criminal Law Committee of the Judicial
Conference has now provided the Sentencing Commission with the
opportunity to stand up and be counted on this issue.
Proposed Amendments 31, 32 and 33 (American Bar
Association) are progressive proposals that recognize that
prisons are limited resources that should be reserved for the
most serious offenders. They also recognize that for many nonviolent offenders there are effective alternative sentences. For
many years prior to the guidelines, I kept a record concerning
the number of offenders that violated a probationary sentence.
The number of violators totalled 15% This means that 85% of the
defendants did not violate probation and for these offenders a
non-prison sentence was successful, effective and obviously less
expensive.

•
\ ....
:-:

::

Proposed Amendments 37 and 38 (Practitioners Advisory
Group) are sensible and deserve adoption. They advance
uniformity of application and fairness for offenders who do not
profit from an offense. This is especially important for nonfor whom alternatives to total confipement may
violent
be entirely appropriate.
Amendment No. 40 (Practitioners Advisory Group)
correctly captures the disparate impact of the guidelines upon
minorities. The 100 to 1 quantity ratio is irrational and leads
to unfair sentences. Quantity based sentencing involving crack
cocaine produces sentences, in many cases, that are harsh, have
no deterrent impact and are grossly disproportionate. The same
reasoning applies to Amendment No . 50 (Federal Offenders
Legislative Subccmr.ittee) . Congress could not have intended such
results.
Thank you for giving me the opportunity to comment on
the matters pending before the Sentencing Commission.
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Dear Chair man Wilk ins:
I wish you and the Comm ission and the Judic ial
Work ing Group a produ ctive March 8th confe rence .
subm it herew ith comm ents on the propo sed
As alway s, silen ce is
amend ments for the 1993 cycle .
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On separ ate pages , then, numb ered to match with
(1)
the numb er of the propo sed amend ment 1 I comm ent where
that
I canno t restr ain myse lf ; (2) where I feel certa in
reaso nable minds will diffe r and I want my vote recor ded;
(3) where I feel quali fied to take issue with the need
for
for any chang e at all; and, ( 4) where I disag ree
reaso ns state d .
If any memb er of the Comm ission /staff revie wing
these remar ks wishe s furth er expla natio n, pleas e call.
Since rely,

•

I 836-Z055

Alice marie H. Stotl er
Unite d state s Dist rict Judge

•

Amendments 29 and 30
Amendment 29 presents this direct question to the
do you want to be more popular
Sentencing Commission:
Then, adopt the proposed
with the federal judiciary?
Do you wish, instead, to
third paragraph for § 5Hl.l.
declare a national policy for sentencing offenders and
punishing offenses on an objective basis? Then turn down
this amendment .
Unpopular though it is, I decline to endorse the
Every judge's sense of
JCUS Committee's suggestion.
justice is different and will predictably vary given even
Every judge notes these "5H" factors
the same case.
When
anyway but may or may not let them sway her/him.
the factors mount up to that judge's threshhold, then
that judge is already departing anyway. While I tend to
agree with Judge Becker that perhaps judges erroneously
feel that they are restrained from departing when they
might wish, this amendment does not provide a "remedy."

•

Amendment 30 should likewise be rejected .

'
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February 25, 1993

United States Sentencing Commission
One Columbus Circle, N.E.
Suite 2-500
Washington, D.C. 20002-8002
Dear Sentencing Commission:

•

•

I have reviewed with great interest your 1993 Proposed
Amendments to the Sentencing Guidelines.
The opportunity to
express my concerns, on a few of the proposed amendments, is
greatly appreciated. This particular group of amendments addresses
several important areas:
A. Relevant Conduct: Amendments #1 and 35 propose two
different ways to deal with acquitted conduct. Amendment
#35, option 1, proposes a total ban on the use of
acquitted conduct.
I personally favor this approach.
In addition to my personal preference, this is an area
that I have· discussed with numerous people. Lawyers and
non-lawyers alike are often shocked when they_-learn that
conduct, for which a defendant is acquitted, can still
be used as relevant conduct.
It is fundamental to our
system of justice that persons acquitted of criminal
charges are not directly or indirectly punished for that
conduct.
B. Substantial Assistance: Amendments #24, 31, and 47
suggest several ways to change the current system for
determining when substantial
assistance has
been
rendered. This is an area which should be decided by the
sentencing court after the government has had an
opportunity to state its position. Without question the
government's
position
should
be
given
careful
consideratio n but the ultimate decision should be the
court's.
It has been my experience that "substantial
assistance" varies from one U.S. Attorney's Office to the
next and even from one AUSA to the next. Also based on
my experiences the decision not to move for a downward
departure,
based
on
substantial
assistance ,
has
occasionally been arbitrary .

•

C.
Specific Offender Characteristics: Amendment # 29
would give the sentencing courts some flexibility in
an appropriate sentence. While uniformity is
an important objective, it should not be the only
consideration.
D.
Sentencing Options; Non-violent, first offenders:
Amendment # 32 would also give sentencing courts more
flexibility.
Of the two options suggested in this
amendment, it seems that an additional ground for
departure would be the most effective way to reach this
type of offender.
While many other proposed amendments are equally deserving of
comment, I am going to limit myself to the four listed above. If
the Commission wishes for any additional input from me I am
available at your convenience.
Sincerely yours,

KENNETH F. IRVINE, JR. ·

•

•
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450 MAIN STREET
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March 12, 1993

United States Sentencing Commission
1331 Pennsylvania Avenue, N.W., Suite 1400
Washington, D.C. 20004
Dear Commissioners:
This letter concerns Proposed Amendments 24, 31, and 47,
included in the Guideline amendments proposed for public comment by the
The amendments would modify the
Commission on December 31, 1992.
current provision of section 5K1.1 requiring a Government motion as a
condition for a sentencing judge's consideration of a downward
departure for a defendant's cooperation.

•

I strongly support the elimination of the Government motion
requirement, as recommended in Amendments 31 and 47, and, only as a
fall-back alternative, favor the modification proposed in Amendment 24.
The Governmment motion requirement is required by Congress for
cooperation departures from statutory mandatory minimum sentences, but
is not congressionally required for cooperation departures from
guideline sentences not subject to mandatory minimum sentencing
See 18 u.s.c. § 3553(e). The clear implication is that
provisions.
Congress did not expect a Government cooperation motion to be a
requirement for cooperation departures from sentences not subject to
This implication is reenforced by the
mandatory minimum provisions.
explicit provisions of 28 u.s.c. § 994(n) requiring the commission to
"assure that the guidelines reflect the general appropriateness of
imposing a lower sentence than would otherwise be imposed . . . to take
into account a defendant's substantial assistance in the investigation
or prosecution of another person who has committed an offense.
Prior to the Guidelines, sentencing judges retained full
authority to reduce a sentence below what would otherwise be imposed to
Prior to the adoption of section
reflect a defendant's cooperation.
5K1.1, the Government had no power to prevent a sentencing judge's
consideration of such a reduction. The Government motion requirement
in section 5K1.1 is a sharp and unwarranted break from past practice
that has several unfortunate consequences.

•

First, it appears to run counter to the congressional preference
to permit courts to reward a defendant's cooperation, regardless of the
prosecutor's wishes, in all cases except those subject to mandatory
minimum provisions. Second, it shifts enormous power to the prosecutor
to pressure a defendant into what may be perjurious cooperation
allegations as the price of obtaining the prosecutor's consent to a

•
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cooperatio n departure . Third, the Commissio n's current insistanc e on
vesting this unprecede nted power in the hands of the Executive Branch
seriously calls into question whether the Commissio n is abiding by its
statutory mandate of functionin g "as an independe nt commissio n in the
[J]udicia l [B]ranch of the United States." 28 U.S.C. § 991(a).

_:\

Jon o. Newman
United States circuit Judge

•

•
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Hon . William w. Wilkins, Jr.,
Chairman, u.s. Sentencing Commission
Suite 2-500, South Lobby
One Columbus Circle Northeast
Washington , D.C. 20002 - 8002
Dear Judge Wilkins:
Re:

United states Sentencing Guidelines

I am responding to the invitation of the Sentencing
Commission to comment on the proposed amendments to the
Guidelines and the proposals of various groups. I have served as
a state court trial judge for five years and a federal district
court judge for 15 years in a metropolitan area. Hence, I bring
to my work a fair understanding of the best and worst of both
criminal justice systems ·in reviewing the Proposed Guideline
Amendments . . In my judgment, the federal sentencing guidelines
are inferior to the state court guidelines in Pennsylvania, and
therefore I have scanned the Proposed Amendments in · an :attempt to
select the amendments that will improve the federal sentencing
scheme.

l ..' "

Proposed Guideline Amendment No. 1, Pg. No. 1 should be
adopted as urged by the Practitioners Advisory Group in Option 1
at Pg. 56. Most citizens and virtually every juror would be
shocked to learn that a court is required to include conduct in
the sentencing equation that their representatives have found not
proven by the prosecution. In addition, any exception to a
complete bar of such evidence strikes most informed observers as
unfair and one- sided. Prior to the guidelines, federal trial
judges did not consider acquitted conduct at the time of
sentencing, and the supporters of the guidelines have failed to
sustain their burden of proving that § 1Bl . 3, as constituted, has
had any deterrent effect upon aberrant conduct, or has promoted
uniformity in sentencing .
Proposed Guideline Amendment No. 10, Pg. 20 should be
uniformity of law and introduce common sense
adopted to
of sentencing. The inclusion of uningestible
area
in a
promotes pubiic
mixtures in the weight of a _controlled
to
leads
also
It
cynicism .and contempt .by the offender.
therefore
and
cases'
.
disp'r oportionate sentences in certain

undermines the foundation on which the
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Amendments 29 and 30 (Judicial Conference) are
long overdue. The members of the Commission and staff are fond
of stating at various Circuit Judicial Conferences and in other
fora that departures are authorized in appropriate cases under
the guidelines. The courts of appeals are often blamed by
members of the Commission for being too rigid in interpreting the
departure provisions. The criminal Law Committee of the Judicial
Conference has now provided the Sentencing Commission with the
opportunity to stand up and be counted on this issue .
Proposed Amendments 31, 32 and 33 (American Bar
Association) are progressive proposals that recognize that
prisons are limited resources that should be reserved for the
most serious offenders. They also recognize t.hat for many nonviolent offenders there are effective alternative sentences. For
many years prior to the guidelines, I kept a record concerning
the number of offenders that violated a probationary sentence .
The number of violators totalled 15% This means that 85% of the
defendants did not violate probation and for these offenders a
non-prison sentence was successful, effective and obviously less
expensive.
Proposed Amendments 37 and 38 (Practitioners Advisory
Group) are sensible and deserve adoption . They advance ·.
uniformity of application and fairness for offenders who do not
profit from an offense . This is especially important for nonviolent offenders for whom alternatives to total confiDement ma y
be entirely appropriate.

\.

·:

Amendment No. 40 (Practitioners Advisory Group)
correctly captures the disparate impact of the guidelines upon
minorities . The 100 to 1 quantity ratio is irrational and leads
to unfair sentences. Quantity based sentencing involving crack
cocaine produces sentences, in many cases, that are harsh, have
no deterrent impact and are grossly disproportionate. The same
reasoning applies to Amendment No. 50 (Federal Offenders
Legislative Subccrnnittee} . Congress cculd not have inter.ded such
results.
Thank you for giving me the opportunity to comment on
the matters pending before the Sentencing Commission .

Donald E.
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ATTORNE YS AT LAW

.rick L. Brown
Oougl:-.s .M . Morc!hart"'

Suitt: 222
133 West Fourth
Cincinnati, Ohio 45202

(5 13) 651-9636

Fax (SIJ) 381·1776

March 8, 1993
Mr. Mike Courlander
United States Sentencing Commission
One Columbus Circle, NE
Suite 2-500, South Lobby
Washington, D.C. 20002-8002
RE: Proposed Amendments to Sentencing Guidelines
Dear Mr. Courlander,
This letter is to provide my input on several of the proposed changes and amendments
to the sentencing guidelines. I hope that these are of some use to you as these changes are
contemplated. I am limiting my comments to three proposals, but on a broader scale would
suggest that the Commission give favorable consideration to all changes which result in a
more equitable situation .

•

Prior to expressing my views I wanted to give some background on myself. I am an
attorney in Cincinnati, Ohio. The majority of my practice involves federal criminal
sentencings and post-conviction motions related to sentencing. I handle cases in federal court
across the country. Because of my work I have become familiar with the contents of the
guidelines. It is with this understanding that I provide the following comments.
The proposal that would permit a District Court Judge to make a downward
departure, without the United States Attorney making the request, if the Judge believes the
Defendant has provided substantial assistance is one which should be approved. The current
'J":- scenario permits the United States Attorney to plea bargain with the Defendant and decide
after the Defendant provides information whether to make a rC4uest for a downward
departure. Absent unconstitutional motivation on the part of the U.S. Attorney, there is
nothing a Defendant or Iud,e can do, lf the U.S. Attorney does not request a downward
departure. This system smacks of unfairness. The U.S. Attorney, gains the information and
then can decide not to give the Defendant any credit for it. The Defendant may have already
put himself at grave personal risk and additionally is not able to retrieve what he has
provided to the U.S. Attorney. Permitting the Judge to have control on this situation would
level the playing field and result in a more just situation.

*.

•

The proposal reducing the top guideline from 43 to 32 is another one which should be
approved. The length of sentences in drug cases bas simply gotten out of hand. A! a
society we can not continue to pay the costs of warehousing individuals for twenty and thirty
years. especially when they are first time offenders. The comparjson is made repeatedly

•

between violent offenders and drug offenders and the relative disparity is sentences received .
The proposed anfen<!ment would help alleviate this disparity and more importantly result in
sentc!nces, especially for first time drug offenders, which are more in keeping with a system
of fairness and justice.
The third proposal I am writing about relates to eliminating the weight of the carrier
in LSD cases when calculating the weight of the drugs involved. It is difficult for me to
understand the rationale behind adding to the weight of the actual drug the weight of the
carrier paper. This would easily result in a situation of a supplier or manufacturer who has
not separated the drug into doses and thereby not placed it on carrier paper being treated the
same as the street seller because of the added weight of the paper the drug is placed on.
Simply, a person should be held accountable for the drugs involved, not the material it is
carried on.
I thank you for the opportunity to comment on these specific proposed amendments,
favorable
and the amendments in general. I hope that the amendments will

consideration. Additionally, I would welcome the opportunity to provide testimony or
additional information at any scheduled hearings on these proposed amendments. If I can be
assistance please do not hesitate to contact me at (S 13) 651-9636.
of

•

Very Truly Yours,

PLB\wpf

cc: Congressman David S. Mann

•

•

Richard D. Besser
13 Arrowhead Way
Clinton, NY 13323

TEL (315) 853-4370

FAX (315) 853-4371

March 4, 1993

Attn : Public Information
Sentencing Commission
One Columbus Circle, NE
Suite 2-500, South Lobby
washington, D.C . 20002-8002

u.s.

Gentlemen:
I am writing to voice my opinion on the amendments
to the sentencing guidelines that are currently under
consideration by your Commission.

•

While I believe that the entire concept of mandatory
minimums is abhorrent and unconstitutional, there
are three amendments that I believe rise above the
others in importance :
1. Eliminate the carrier in determining sentencing
in LSD cases .

2 . Reduction in the top guideline level from
43-32 .
3 . Allow Federal Judges to depart from guideli n es
if he believes the defend ant
provided s ubstantial
assistance without the approval of the prosecutor .
I am sure you are aware of the inequities in sentencing
that result from application of the current guidelines
in LSD cases.
If not I would offer the following :
One gram of pure LSD (no carrier)=63- 78 months,
guideline level 26
One gram of LSD on 100 grams of paper=188-235
months, guideline level 36

•

Reduction of the highest sentence for a first time
offender to 121-151 months is a modest reduction at
best. Where else in our legal system does a first
time offender for a nonviolent crime receive a 10

__..____

•

____
Richard D. Besser

-.

13 Arrowhead Way
Clinton, NY 13323

TEL (315) 853-4370

FAX (315) 853-4371

year plus sentence, without parole? People who commit
armed robbery are let off with less severe sentences .
Should the Federal Courts apply sentences that are
the st 2 te court s
f o r non7icl e nt
mo ra
not.
think
I
crimes?
do for violent

•

As to allowing judges to have latitude in sentencin g,
I would postulate that the justice system was designed
to have pros e cutors prosecute a nd judges and juries
In Federal
determine guilt and impose sentences .
drug cases discretion is taken from the judges and
given to the prosecuto r who's motives are typically
It appears that in their zealousne ss
self-servi ng .
to apply justice even-hand edly they created a system
that recognizes no extenuatin g circumstan ces and have
denied judges the ability to perform their judicial
responsib ilities .
It appears to me that your Commissio n could do a lot
to correct these and other inequities in sentencin g,
to say nothing of what you would do for prison overcrowding and the drain on the Country's resources ,
both financial and human, by passing these amendment s .
As someone who has been personally impacted by these
guideline s I would be more than happy to offer additiona l
testimony .
Sincerely ,
R.D.Besse r
cc: Families Against Mandatory Minimums
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February 25, 19 93

United States Sentenc ing Commiss ion
One Co lumbus Circle, N.E.
Suite 2-500
Wa shington , D. C. 20002-80 02
Dear Sentenc ing Commiss ion:

•

•

I have reviewed with great interes t your 1993 Proposed
Amendme nts to the Sentenc ing Guidelin es.
The opportu nity to
express my concern s, on a few of the proposed amendme nts, is
greatly apprecia ted. This particu lar group of amendme nts addresse s
several importa nt areas:
A. Relevan t Conduct: Amendme nts #1 and 35 propose two
differen t ways to deal with acquitte d conduct. Amendme nt
#35, option 1, proposes a total ban on the use of
acquitte d conduct .
I persona lly favor this approach .
In addition to my persona l preferen ce, this is an area
that I have· discusse d with numerou s people. Lawyers and
non-law yers alike are often shocked when they learn that
conduct, for which a defenda nt is acquitte d, can still
be used as relevan t conduct .
It is fundame ntal to our
system of justice that persons acquitte d of crimina l
charges are not directly or indirec tly punished for that
conduct .
B. Substan tial Assistan ce: Amendme nts #24, 31, and 47
suggest several ways to change the current system for
determin ing when substan tial
assistan ce has
been
rendered . This is an area which should be decided by the
sentenci ng court after the governm ent has had an
opportu nity to state its position . Without question the
governm ent's
position
should
be
given
careful
conside ration but the ultimate decision should be the
court's.
It has been my experien ce that "substa ntial
assistan ce" varies from one u.s. Attorne y's Office to the
next and even from one AUSA to the next. Also based on
my experien ces the decision not to move for a downward
departu re,
based
on
substan tial
assistan ce ,
has
occasio nally been arbitrar y .

•

c.

Specific Offender Characteristics:
Amendment # 29
would give the sentencing courts some flexibility in
fashioa.tng an appropriate sentence. While uniformity is
an important objective, it should not be the only
consideration.

D.
Sentencing Options; Non-violent, first offenders:
Amendment # 32 would also give sentencing courts more
flexibility.
Of the two options suggested in this
amendment, it seems that an additional ground for
departure would be the mos·t effective way to reach this
type of offender.
While many other proposed amendments are equally deserving of
comment, I am going to limit myself to the four listed above. If
the Commission wishes for any additi onal input from me I am
available at your convenience.
Sincerely yours,

KENNETH F . IRVINE, JR . ·

•

•
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746 U.S. POST OFFICE
AND COURT HOUSE
5th AND MAIN STREET
CINCINNATI 45202-3980

UNITED STATES DISTRIC T COURT
SOUTHER N D ISTRICT OF OHIO
PROBATIO N OFFICE

Februa ry 23, 1993

u. s. Senten cing Commis sion
One Columb us Circle , N. E., Suite 2 - 500
Washin gton, D. c. 20002-8 002
Attent ion : Public Inform ation
Dear Judge Wilkin s
Attach ed hereto are person al commen ts regard ing certain propos ed
amendm ents. I have writt en a separa te docume nt for each
of the issues on which I commen ted. Unders tand that the commen ts
provide d are only my own and are not repres entativ e of this agency
or the Court for which I work.
Thank you for
amendm ents.
•

the

opport unity

Sincer ely

David E. Miller , Deputy Chief
U. s. Probat ion Office r

•

to

commen t

on

the

propos ed

•

UNITED STATES DISTRICT COURT
SOUTHERN D ISTRICT OF OH IO
P ROBATIO N OFFIC E

DATE :

February 16, 1993

RE :

24 .

FROM :

David E . Miller , Deputy Chief
u. s. Probation Officer

TO:

u. s. sent encing Commission
Public Information

746 U S POST O FFICE
AND COURT HOUSE
5th AND MAIN STREET
CINCINNATI 45202-3980

Issue for Comment.

the Government is reluctant to disc uss the issue of
cooperation with the probation officer beyond an indication that
they may file a motion for downward departure to reflect a person ' s
substantial assistance.
In this District, the inclusion of this
potential as a provision of the plea agreement is all but standard
language .

•

I question how the Cou rt will be able to determin e the exten t and
level of a defendant ' s cooperation if the Government is not
inclined to file a motion. Will the defendant move the court for
such consider ation in all cases? The Court will have to hear and
litigate all of these motions. The defendant will attempt to prove
a mitigating sentencing factor that can only be substantiate d by
the Governme nt .(what, if any benefit it d erived from the
substantial assistance).
Why does the commission introduce " first offende rs " involved in
" non-violent" crimes into the mix since those variables are not
mentioned in 18 usc 3553 or Rule 35?
Are we not discussing semant ics here . The court can depar t if it
f inds a fac t or not adequat ely considered and t h at factor shou ld
result in a sentence different than the one set out in the
guidelines . The Court's d eparture will stick if it is not appealed
or if it can provide ample justification on the record.
Does t h e avenu e to d epart u re really matter?
Perhaps you should
create a policy s t a t ement in Chapter 5, Part K s uggesting the Court
may depart in cases i nv olving first time offenders involved in nonviolen t c rimes . Car e mu st be taken to clearly define both " first
offender" a nd "non-v i o lent crimes " .
In the end , this course may
easier .
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February 18 , 1993

United States Sentenci ng Commiss ion
One Columbu s Circle , NE
Suite 2-500
Washing to n, D. C. 20002-80 02
Attentio n:
Re:

•

Public Informa tion

Proposed Guidelin e Amendme nts for Public Comment
Amendme nt Proposa l Nos. 24, 31, and 47

Ladies and Gentlem en:
As a former United States Attorney and current crimina l
defense practiti oner, I wholehe artedly endorse the proposed
guidelin e amendme nts which would restore sentence reductio n
authorit y to the judicial branch.
There is currentl y no uniform ity among the various
United States Attorney s' offices with regard to the determi nation
of substan tial assistan ce. Some offices require that the
assistan ce received from a defenda nt result in an actual
convicti on of another individu al. Such an interpre tation can be
totally unfair, as it requires both the investig ative agency and
the prosecu tor to agree to the subsequ ent prosecu tion--a result
which often is determin ed by factors totally separate and apart
from the level of coopera tion attribut ed to the coopera ting
defenda nt.
Other U. S. Attorney s' offices appear to have no set
policy, and an individu al may risk life and limb to obtain the
benefits of substan tial assistan ce, only to find that his
particu lar efforts are deemed unwo rthy.

•

We need to return to a crimina l j ustice system where
prosecu tors prosecu te and judges j udge. An Article III federal
judge is the individu al who should determin e the merit of
s ubstant ial a s sistance performe d by a d e f e ndant. Othe rwi s e ,

•

United States Sentencing Commission
Page 2
February 18r
prosecutors and agents may require an unrealistic level of
achievement from a defendant.
I therefore heartily endorse this
concept and hope that the Commission does approve such an
amendment.

W. THOMAS DILLARD
WTD:srw
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Febru ary 9, 1993

Unit ed State s Sent encin g Comm ission
One Colum bus Circ le , N.E .
Suit e 2-50 0, South Lobb y
Wash ingto n, D.C. 2000 2-800 2
Atte ntion :

Publ ic I n forma t ion

ernin g
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March 9, 1993

Mr. Michael Corlander
Public Information Speci a l ist
United States Sentencing Commission
1 Columbus Circle, NE, Suite 2- 500 South Lobby
Washing ton, DC 20002 - 8002
RE :

•

comment to Proposed Sentencing Guideline Amendments/
Tax Provisions

Dear Mr. Corlander :
This
letter
is written
in response to the Commission ' s
solicitation for public comment regarding proposed amendments to
the United States Sentencing Gu idelines.
Our practice primaril y consists of criminal and civil tax
litigati on . We would l ike to comment on the
to redefine
tax loss and specifically t he provision which would provi de for a
"rebuttable presumption" that the tax loss will be equal to the
specified percentage ( i . e. , 28% or 34%) of unreported gross
income or improperly c l aimed deductions .
We bel i eve the proposal is a good change and should be favorably
considered by the Commission . Under the existi ng guidelines, tax
loss is generally det ermined merely by applying the specified
percentage
28 %) against the omitted items of gross income.
Legitimate deductions which were not c l aimed on the return may
not be t aken into accou nt .
Accordingly, under the guidelines,
there may be situations where there is little or no criminal tax
deficiency , but a very l arge " tax loss ."

•

•

-.
Mr. Michael Corlander
March 9, 1993
Page 2

For example, assume a taxpayer omitted income of $200,000 from
his or her return with the intent to evade the tax on such
income.
Also assume that the taxpayer had other deductions of
$100,000 which were not claimed on the return.
Under the
existing guidelines, the tax loss is 28% of the $200,000, or
$56,000. The actual deficiency, assuming a 28% bracket, would be
approximatel y one-half that amount , or $28,000.
Since the underlying premise of the guidelines is to sentence
based upon tax loss , it seems appropriate to attempt to
determine, within practical limitations, what the tax loss is.
An individual who has evaded $56,000 of tax should be
differently than an indi vidual who evaded $28,000 of tax .

•

We believe the nrebuttable presumptionn approach contained in the
proposal strikes the proper balance.
once the Government has
demonstrated the omission of gross income, the tax defendant has
the obligation to come forward with evidence showing a reduction
in the tax deficiency .
While it is true that allowing
consideratio n
of
offsetting
deductions
complicates
the
determinatio n of tax loss, it is a compl ication which is
nevertheless required to be addressed by the Internal Revenue
Service for civil tax purposes and should be addressed in
determining the appropriate sentence under the guidelines .
We would appreciate your placing this
record of the Commission's proceedings .
Sin_7ely

comment

k

/

BRUCE I . HOCHMAN

STEVEN TOSCHER
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746 U.S. POST OFFICE
AND COURT HOUSE
5th AND MAIN STREET
CINCINNAT I 45202·3980

UNITED STATES DISTRI CT COURT
SOUTHER N DISTRICT OF OHIO
PROBATIO N OFFICE

Februa ry 23, 1993
U. s. Senten cing Commis sion
One Columb us Circle , N. E ., Suite 2 - 500
Washin gton, D. c. 20002-8 002
Attent ion: Public Inform ation
Dear Judge Wilkin s
Attach ed hereto are person al commen ts regard ing certain propos ed
guidel ine amendm ents. I have written a separa te docume nt for each
of the issues on which I commen ted . Unders tand that the commen ts
provide d are only my own and are not repres entativ e of this agency
or the Court for which I work.
Thank you for
amendm ents .

the

opport unity
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commen t

on

the

propos ed

t
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Sincer ely

David E. Miller , Deputy Chief
Probat ion Office r

u. s.
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UNITE D STATE S DISTR ICT COUR T
SOUTHE RN DISTRIC T OF OHIO
PROBAT ION O FFICE

DATE:

Febru ary 16, 1993

RE:

Amend ment #21 .

FROM:

TO :

746 U.S. POST OFFICE
AND COURT HOUSE
5th AND MAIN STREET
CINCINNATI 45202·398 0

Addit ional Issue for Comme nt .

David E. Mille r, Deputy Chief
Proba tion Offic er

u. s.
u. s.

Senten cing Comm ission
Public Inform ation

The Comm ission invite s comme nt on wheth er the tax table should
be
amend ed to offse t the poten tial impac t of other amend ments
that
increa sed the poten tial for senten ces of proba tion for low
level
tax offend ers .
I do not think tax offend ers should be treate d differ ently
than
other prope rty offend ers and the Court should have availa ble
the
same senten cing option s for these simila r offend ers .

•

•
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UNITED STATES POSTAL SERVICE
ROOM 3100
475 L'ENFANT
SW
20260-2100
CHIEF POSTAL INSPECTOR
INSPECTION SERVICE

Ma r ch 15, 1993

United States Sentencing Commissio n
One Columbus Circle, N. E.
Sui te 2-500, South Lobby
Washingto n, DC 20002-8002
At tention:

Public Inf ormat ion

Gentlemen :
The u.s. Postal Service respectfu lly submits its comments
on the 1993 proposed guideline amendment s. As an overview,
we disagree with the proposed guideline s on money laundering (Amepdment 20) and the guideline commentar y on public
trust (AMendment 23), and request the adoption of the proposed amendments submitted by the Postal Service relating
to t he theft of mail (Amendment 44), and the public trust
enhanceme nt for offenses committed by postal employees
(Amendmen t 46). In addition, we strongly urge the Commission to consider the future formulatio n of a "multiple
v ict im" adjustmen t guideline (Amendment 45 ) . Our comments
are e xplained more fully in the following :
·

•
\

•

Proposed Amendment 20, S 2Sl . l, S 2Sl.2. We
disagree with the proposed revisions to the
money laundering guideline based on the
statutory purpose of 18 u.s.c. SS 1956, 1957.
The legislativ e intent of these statutes is
to create a separate crime offense to deter
criminals from attempting to profit from their
illegal activities and to impose a higher
penalty for this type of criminal misconduc t .
To accomplis h this, the statutes prescribe
criminal penalties separate from and higher
than those of the underl ying criminal offense
which gave rise to the monies, property or
proceeds involved in the money laundering .
This legislativ e intent would in effect be
vitiated by the revision to the guideline .
Because the underlying offense and the money
laundering are two separate crimes, we believe
the guideline s should l i kewise maintain this

•

.-- . -- ..

was not in a trust position ), and obviate the
need of detailed analysis by the court of the
specific duties and respons ibilities of the
defenda nt as qualifyi ng the particu lar position
occupied as one of "public trust."

.·

f

•

•

.·
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Proposed Amendment 44, S 2Bl.l(b )(4). The
current guidelin es applicab le to mail theft
are based on the dollar value of the loss.
Although the guidelin e increase s the offense
level if mail is involved , we do not feel
this adequat ely addresse s the seriousn ess of
the offense and its impact on the victims and
on the essentia l governm ental function of
mail delivery . The proposed amendments take
these factors into conside ration by initiall y
increasi ng the offense level to a level 6,
and then adding the appropr iate level increase
correspo nding to the total dollar loss associated with the theft. In order to conform with
similar guidelin e languag e, the amendment
should be reworded to read:
"If undelive red United States Mail
was taken, increase by two levels.
If the offense is less than level 6,
increase to level 6."
In addition to this amendment to the mail theft
guidelin e, we have proposed S 2Bl.l(b) (8) to
address theft schemes involvin g large volumes
of mail. Frequen tly, these volume thefts are
conducte d as a gang-re lated crime to steal
the mail and then fraudule ntly negotia te or
use those items containe d within. In most
instance s, a substan tial volume of stolen mail
ia necessa ry to obtain a minimal number of
checks, credit cards, negotiab le instrume nts
or other items of value. The dollar loss of
these types of thefts does not
.
reflect the scope of the crime in terms of the·
number of victims affected and the operatio ns·
of the governm ent's postal system. OUr proposed amendment would address the more serious
nature of these schemes to steal large volumes
of mail by increasi ng the offense level to a 14 •

•

-·

......

- 5 -

Technical correction s to the proposed amendment
are needed to clarify the applicatio n of. the
guideline for its
The amendment would
read as follows:
8. If the offense involved a scheme
to steal multiple pieces of
.
undelivere d United States Mail and
the offense level determine d above
is less than level 14, increase to
level 14.

•

Proposed Amendment 45, (S 3Al.4). The Postal
Service remains committed ·to the principle of
victims' rights and supports more guideline s·
which emphasize victim impact in the sentencin g
process. We believe the sentencing level
should reflect the total harm caused by the .
.defendant 's criminal
Our proposed
guideline accomplish es this by including a
victim-re lated adjustmen t based on the number .
of victims. For example, in volume mail theft
crimes, and in consumer fraud crimes,
tial numbers of victims are directly harmed .
We believe that the number of victims· impacted
by the defendant 's relevant conduct should
warrant an increase in the offense level.
Furthermo re, we feel such a guideline ·should·:
be applied to any· offense whiGh
ln ·
multiple victims for these reas·ons. ·
·
As proposed, our amendment would give a
.
two-level increase for a crime 'which .results in
two or more victims; those crimes affecting '.
more than 100 victims would be subject ,tc;> _a n
additiona l two-level increase for each .250
victims, up to a maximum eight-lev el increase:

•

Because our proposed amendmept ;is .a Chapter· 3
adjustmen t, it would impact on other of.ferises ·
beyond those which are postal rela.ted; . which
requires a more comprehen sive analysis ·.o f
multiple victim· ·crimes. According ly; ..
the Commission to ·include the study and
.
formulatio n of a multi9le victim guideline as ·
a priority issue for 19 94 •

-- - - - - -

- .----.

- 6 -

Your conside ration of th'ese · issues is apprecia ted. If
addition al informa tion is rieeded, please contact me·
( 202) 268-4267 .

Sincere ly,
K. J. Hunter

..
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February 12, 1993
United States Sentencing Commission
One Columbus Circle, N. E., Suite 2-500
Washington, DC 20002-8002
Attn:

Public Information

Dear Sir or Madame:
I am responding to your request for feedback concerning the
proposed amend ments to the Federal Sentencing Guidelines .
In
particular, I am responding to Amendment No. 50 which proposes that
the weight of the carrier in LSD cases be excluded from sentencing
guideline consideration.
I am strongly in favor of this proposed
amendment.
As a former prosecutor, public
and now
private practitioner, I can assure you that nowhere i-s there a
l a rger discrepancy between state and federal law than in
cases.
Let me give you an example. I recently worked on a case where the
d e fendant vias i nvolved in distributing 2 50 "hits" of LSD. Because
t he weight o f the paper exceeded 10 grams, the defendant was facing
appro x imately 15 years in prison.
Under the same scenari o i n
al most all state courts, if not granted probation, he would have
been facing some where between two and five years in prison.
The other reason I support this amendment is that the current
guidelines punish street-level users and sellers of LSD 100 times
more s everely than the manufacturers and producers of LSD. Usually
when street-level persons possess LSD it is affixed to paper or
cardboard or put in sugar cubes . ·Manufacturers, on the other hand,
often possess pure liquid LSD . On a per- dosage basis, LSD affixed
to blotter
is 100 to 1,000 t imes heavier than the liquid
concentrate . The manufacturer of LSD who possess 250 dosage units
in the form of liquid LSD is only facing approximately 2 years
under the guidelines.
I would suggest that a sentencing scheme
that punishes street- level possessors much more severely than drug
manufacturers i s backwards.
Removing the weight of the carrier
from the sentencing guidelines would r emedy this gross disparity .
I enthusiasticall y encou rage you to amend the guidelines as
proposed in Amendment No. 50. Thank you for your consideration.
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January 26, 1993
The Honorable William W. Wilkins, Jr.
Chairman
United States Sentencin g Commissio n
1331 Pennsylva nia Avenue, N.W.
Suite 1400
Washingto n, D.C. 20004
Dear Judge Wilkins :
Bill Osteen, Jr ., has discussed with me his letter to you
I would
regarding the Section 4B1.1 career offender enhanceme nt .
like to second his proposal that the Governmen t give notice that
such an enhanceme nt may be applied .
This would facilitate frank discussion between attorneys and
their clients and between attorneys and U.S. Attorneys seeking to
resolve cases.
As Bill notes, the Governmen t has better and easier access to
a defendant 's record and this disclosur e would not be an undue
burden.
Sentences fashioned under the Guideline s are sufficien tly
stunning without the surprise applicatio n of this enhanceme nt .
Anything the Commissio n might do to alleviate this situation would
be helpful to all parties concerned .
Very truly yours,

& LANDRETH

AWC:cak

U.S. Department of Justice

•

Drug Enforcement Administration

Hoshmgton. D.C. 20537

Honora ble William W. Wilkin s, Jr .
Chairm an
United States Senten cing Commis sion
Washin gton, D.C. 20002-8 002
Dear Judge Wilkin s:
we. have reviewe d paragra ph number 10 of the propose d
amendm ents to the Senten cing Guidel ines. That paragra ph would
amend the guidel ines so as to exclud e the amount of any
uninge stible, unmark etable portion s of drug mixtur es.

•

As the head of the Office of Forens ic Scienc es of the Drug
Enforce ment Admin istratio n (DEA), I wish to expres s a partic ular
concern that we have about the ability of DEA labora tories to
conduc t proced ures which may be expecte d as · a result of this
amendm ent . Please note that thls letter concern s only the
ability of DEA to separa te the releva nt parts of contro lled
substan ce mixtur es from the exclude d part, pursua nt to the
propose d amendm ent. We have expres sed certain other concern s
about this propos ed amendment to the Crimin al Divisio n of the
Departm ent of Juatic e, and we unders tand that they will
commu nicate them to you.
It is often not possib le for DEA chemis ts ' to extrac t all of
the contro lled substan ce(s) from a "mixtu re" such as a suitcas e
or a statue that has been saturat ed with or bonded to the
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Our chemis ts will be able to identif y the nature of the
contro lled substa nce(s) presen t, and will often be able to make
of the likely
reason ably accura te extrap olation s or
lar item. I
particu
the
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United States v. Hilton , 894 F . 2d 485 (1st Cir. 1990) . Howeve r,
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I am concerned that the implication of this proposed amendment is
that such
of all of the controlled substance(s) from
the excluded part wi ll usually or always be possible. Therefore,
it is our request that you acknowledge this problem in the
commentary to the amended paragraph, and explicitly refer to the
possible necessity to rely upon reasonably supportable estimates
of the amount of the controlled substance(s) present in such
"uningestible , unmarketable mixtures."
Thank you very much for your consideration of our comments
on this matter . Please do not hesitate to contact us if we can
provide any further information .
Sincerely,

1

Deputy Assistant Administrator
Office of Forensic Sciences
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March 15, 1993
BY FAX
The United States Sentencing Commission

One Columbus Circle, N. E.
·
Suite 2-500
Washington, D.C. 20002-8002
ATTN':

P®lic Information

Dear commissioner s:

•

I am. writing to implot:-e you to correct the terribly un:!air,
and indeed cruel, LSD guidelines that require the weight of the
of the offense
carrier medium to be weighed in the

level for LSD offenses. The weight of the paper·, cardboard or
sugar cUbe obviously has nothing to do with the culpability of the
defendant or, Itlore importantly, the weight of the LSD involved in
the crime.

I have witnessed the harsh results ot this ridiculous offense
level methodology first-band. One of my clients, a single mother
of two adolescent children, is currently serving a 24 year
sentence. She bas no prior record. She is not a drug kingpin and
has never hurt anybody, to my knowledge. Yet·, under the Draconian
LSD guidelines, her children will be about 30 years old before she
sees them outside of prison walls. I have enclosed a copy of the
Eighth Circuit's decision affirming her conviction and sentence.
I urge your particular attention to the dissent's discussion of
the sentence for just one illustration of how ridiculous the bases
.for LSD sentencing can be.

Wou1dn ' t a silnple rule to just include the amount of pure LSD

make sense?

Sincerely,
BARRY J. PORTMAN

Federal Public Defender
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. BRIAN P .

BERSON

Assistant Federal Public Defender
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United States Sentencing Commission
1 Columbus Circle, N.E.
Suite 2-500
washi ngton, o.c. 20002-8002
ATTN:
Publi c Information
To :

•

Honorable Sentencing Commiss ion:

I am an active criminal defense lawyer and am writing to
comment on two of the most serious areas of abuse that I have
personally witnessed in my law practice.

AMENDMENT NO, 20 - (pq. 25) - Money LAundering (Chapter Two,
Part S) Sections 251.1 and 2Sl . 2 in Sections 251.4
and 2Sl.4;

offense level closer to seriousneaa of offenses.

In the area of white collar crime this area of the guidelines
the one moat frequently abused by prosecutors.
In plea
bargaining negotiations, we are frequently told .. if you don't plead
to the mail fraud, then we will charqe him with money laundering•.
It is very unfair when someone can get 6 to 10 months for a mail
fraud scheme, And then 40-aomethinq months for depositing the check
that wae the object of the mail fraud. In the first place it does
not make good sense, and in the second place it is a very unfair
advantGqe for the Government. Further, it does not in any way mete
out fair punishment.
is

It i• very aimply an arrow that should be removed from the
Government's quiver.

•

1'

AHENPMSHT NO. 40 - (pq . 63) - 100 to 1 84tio of Crack vs.
Pgwder CQCALne; There is in fact little scientific support for the
100 to 1 Ratio, and unquestionably black persons are impacted by
very unfair requirement.
I proved in the case of United
States v. HutchinGon, in the United States District Court for the
Western District of Oklahoma, Case No. CR-92-31-T, that of all
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March 12, 1993
United States Sentencing Commission
One Columbus Circle, N.E.
Suite
Washington, D.C. 2002-8002
Dear Honorable Commissioners:
I read with interest the February 3, 1993, issue of THE CRIMINAL LAW REPORTERpublished by the Bureau of National Affairs.
It is- my opinion that the federal sentencing guidelines indeed are worthy of
refinement. In general, the courts have assumed too much in accepting prosecutors'
statements of related circumstances as they relate to sentencing. In my observation,
these "related circumstances" are often.no more than allegations which have not been
investigated. Therefore, resulting sentences have been more harsh than warranted .

•

The specific purpose in _writing this lener is to support the proposed amendment to
subsection (c) of Section D 1 . 1 . There should be no question as to whether or not
only the actual weight of the LSD itself should be counted. It is the actual drug
activity itself, after all, that harms society. To penalize citizens for their selection of
a carrier medium is absurd. The practical effect of the existfng sentencing guideline
is to further overcrowd our prison system and to actually inflict unwarranted injustices
upon guilty persons and their innocent families .
. I offer you this comment not without sympathy for the overall Drug War or for those
who fight it. iv1y first front line experiences with the control of illegal substances was
in the I
1960's as a U. S. Military officer. For quite some time I shouldered the
responsibility for drug control enforcement in a large Army Tank Unit. The ruthless
greed and
are things that can never be described adequately.

,

•

Much later in my civilian career; I served as the Executive Director of Drug Free
America. Despite some monumental efforts by those involved, that National not-forprofit organization was forced to close its doors, as were· many others engaged in
similar efforts, because public support simply could not find consensus in how to
defeat the problems which' drugs inflict on our civilization.
·
However there were some concerns that were voiced consistently by many
constituencies. Among them was the fear of over-punishing the relatively low volume
players (intermediaries to sellers and users).
I

M APLEM ooR C o RPORATION,

1360 BEVERLY RoAD, Sum 305,
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VA 22101 703-821-3544
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While an argument certainly can be made for anempting to cripple the drug supply
·system by dis'E"oliraging the participation of intermediaries and users by holding over
them the system's enforceable threat of awful, costly penalties for their participation
no one ever argued seriously that such penalties w ould do much more than simpl y
force the major players to change their marketing and distribution methods; a
delaying tactic to permit the "system" to find other, more effective "solutions." The
real rub comes in the fact the problem is not strictly a business one. It is not simply
a maner of economically discouraging an established sales and distribution system.
It is a maner too of balancing the rights of individuals within the
of very
fundamental philosophies underlying our entire legal system.
The foregoing is not a suggestion that the rights of individuals always outweigh those
of society as a whole. However, when we include as a component of the definition
of a criminal act the physical weight of the container of an illegal substance, we
fabricate an irrelevant, alternative meaning for the word "severity" which is
inconsistent with the harm or potential harm of the act. For any sentencing guidelines
framework to work in a truly just system, the very definition of the crime must be
accurate, and
based upon sound reasoning. The proposed amendment of
subsection (c) of section 201.1 will ensure that penalties under the Sentencing
Guidelines will be consistently applied relative only to the actual weight of the illegal
substance itself. In my opinion, the
Guidelines must be amended as
proposed. I strongly urge the Commission to accept that proposal.
Sincerely,

William V. Burke
President

•
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March 12, 1992

United States sentencing Commission
One Columbus Circle, NE
Suite 2-500, South Lobby
Wash ington, D.c.
20002-8 002
Dear Commissioners:
This letter concerns the series of proposed amendments t o
the sentencing quidelines. I am writing to advocate the
of proposed Amendment so, which will eliminate
weight of the carrier in LSD cases, allowinq the
actual weight of the drug, not the carrier weight, in
determining the offenders sentence.

•

I believe Amendment 50 will correct the current inequity
in the sentencing of LSD offenders. I believe that LSD
offenders are being and have been sentenced far in excess
of what justice requires due to the inclusion of the
carrier medium.

I also advocate passage of proposed amendment 56, which
would allow tor the correction of the previous
guidelines, which were enacted with good intent, but in
practice have proven to be at at odds with Congress's
mandate to the Sentencing commission to promote
uniformity of sentencing.
Thank you for your consideration regarding this matter.
Sincerely,

Virginia L. Conroy
2187 Cl.ifton
st. Louis, KO 63139
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Honorable William Wilkins, Jr .
Federal
Commission
One Columbus Circle, N.E.
2-500
South Lobby
DC 20002-8002
I n Re :

P roposed Amendme nts By The
Pr actiti o ners Advisory Gr oup

Dear Judge Wilkins :
The Board of Directors of t h e Pennsylvania
Association of Criminal Defense Lawyers wishes to express our
approval of the proposed amendments to the Fe deral Sentencing
Guidelines as
by the Practitioners Advisory Group.
As practitioners , we experience f ir st-hand the impact of the
Guidelines not only on our clients but on the e ntire judicial
system.
In stating our support, we draw particular
attention to the following:
Proposed Amendment 35. Tr e atme nt of acquitted
conduct under §1Bl.3 Relevant Conduct. PACDL
prefers Option 1 yet r e cognizes that the majority
of conduct deemed relevant conduct for sentencing
purposes is generally not included in acquitted
counts but is most often " uncharged conduct".
Further, we believe that any conduct used for
sentenc ing should meet the beyond a reasonable
doubt standard and should be submitted to the trier
of fact during trial .
Proposed Amendment 36 . Rule 11 procedure. PACDL
supports the r e commendation in this comments. It
should also be noted that the Federal Court section
of the Allegheny County Bar Association i s
recommen ding that t he local rules for the Western
District of Pennsylvania be amended to require a
pretr i al conference including the Government
prosecutor , the defendant and the probation officer
in order to disclos e the facts and circumstances of
the offense and the offender characteristics
applicable to
Guideline range.

•

Honorable Williams Wilkins, Jr .
March 12, 1:-9'9.3·
Page Two

Proposed
39.
of offense level for
drug
PACDL
overall scheme of
proposed
and believes
a maximum
off e nse level of 36 achieves
purpose of
Guidelines
The proposed amendme nts by
Practitioners Advisory
Group are a definite improvement upon the Federal
Guidelines as
presently
The input of attorneys who
work
Guidelines on
line" must always be given
high
PACDL
of
Advisory Group .
Very sincerely ,

Caroline M. Roberto
Board Member and Chair of t h e
•

•

CMR:abs

•

KAREN S. WILKES
AITORNEY AT LAW

201 BROAD STREET. SUITE 404

P.O. Box 6274

TELEPHONE:

(404) 291-0336

ROME. GEORGIA

30162-6274

March 11, 1993

ATTN:

Public Information
u.s. Sentencing Commission
One Columbus Circle, N.E.
suite 2-500, South Lobby
Washington, D.C. 20002-8002

Dear Commissioners:
As a young trial attorney and taxpaying citizen, I send
you a resounding vote of confidence for the proposed
amendments to the Sentencing Guidelines.

•

Although I question the wisdom and legality of the
Guidelines, I commend the Commission's efforts to bring back
some degree of common sense and fairness to the sentencing
process. As we have all seen, the current system has led to
a most deplorable paradox:
the ringleaders and most
notorious criminals actually serve less prison time because
they have more information to "assist" the government. This
is not justice.
The drastic sentences that are now imposed for drug
offenses are equally deplorable. Non violent drug offenders
are needlessly crowding our prisons and costing us billions
of dollars. so, I particularly encourage you to support the
proposed amendments to the drug quantity table in Section
201 .1.

Finally, I urge you to reconsider the definition and
penalty enhancements for "career offenders."
The current
definition is much too inclusive to result in such harsh

penalties.

Two different types of crimes committed within

15 years is hardly a "career" in crime, and hardly justifies
adding ten or more years to a sentence.

•

This became painfully clear to me in a recent case
where one of my clients was sentenced under the Guidelines
for conspiracy to distribute 5 kilograms of cocaine.
No
cocaine was seized; no witness bought cocaine from my client
or sold cocaine to my client.
The only cocaine allegedly
received by my client was the result of a mistaken

•

u.s.
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commission

delivery of a kilogram instead of an ounce .
client was sentenced to 360 months.

For this, my

No one deserves this sentence, regardless of his past,
and I urge you to make every effort to put an end to this
You should pass the
type of dispropor tionate punishmen t.
proposed changes to the drug quantity table, and you should
Nothing less will repair
apply them retroactiv ely.
injustices like this one.
Please keep my words, and the plight of my client, in
mind as you consider the proposed amendment s. Also, listen
carefully to the represent atives of Families Against
They have horror stories just
Mandatory Minimums (FAMM).
like mine.

•

I will watch closely as you debate the proposals , and I
pray that justice will be done .

Karen s. Wilkes
KSW/kvd
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March 10 , 1993

JEFFREY P.
"ALSO ADMI1"I"EO IN

United States Sentencing Commission
One Columbus Circle N. E .
Suite 2-500
Washington, DC 20002-8002
ATTENTION:

PUBLIC INFORMATION

Dear Sirs:

•

' It is my understanding that there is currently a proposal to
take the carrier weight out of LSD sentencing before the
Sentencing Commission with respect to the United States
Sentencing Guidelines .
I have seen in connection with my representation of people
charged with LSD-related offenses the impact that adding the
carrier weight in has. In one particular case that I am aware
of, it increased the number of grams from slightly in excess of
11 to over 300. As you can tell, the impact such an increase
would have would be substantial.
I think to remove the requirement of the carrier weight would
bring LSD offenders more in line with offenders in other drugrelated cases as contemplated by the Federal Sentencing
Guidelines.
I want to thank the Sentencing Commission for its review of
this matter.
Very truly,
KLINGER, ROBINSON, McCUSKEY
FORDJ
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FIRST NATIONAL BANK

CAPITAL CITY GROUP

P.O. Box
T.attahassee. Florida 32302·0900
(904) 224·1171

Harch 10, 1993

Attn: Public Infonnation
U. S . Senteocin:J Ccrcmission
One COluml:us Circle, NE
Suite 2-500, South I.ol::by
Washington, D. c. 20002-8002
Dear Manbe.rs:

__::¥ We support profX)sed amen::1ments to reduce drug sentences as en:Jorsed by Families
-; \ '
Mandatory Minimums. Please give their representatives every consideration.
They kn::M the problans we families face .

39 year old son was comricta:i in a drug conspiracy case because a g6verrme.ntarra.rqed 11 sting" group discussed locations at his hc:roosite. He received a 10 year
senteoce! He is a oon-violent first t.ine offender. 'lbe real victim 'ls his son, our
totally blameless 3 1/2 year old grarxison. We are helping our daughter-in-law raise
this iiU'X)Cent child. We oope for relief on appeal. We
received the justice
in which we were raised to believe. PLFJoSE help our family and others like us help
ourselves.
Qlr

•

'!hank you for your attention.

_Siocerely yours,

.,

IL

M. and Richard M. U!e

413 East Park Avenue
Tallahassee, Florida 32301
(904) 222-1155
cc:

•

Re:

Families Against Ma!X!atory Minimums (202) 457-5790, Julie Stewart
Bill Clinton, United States President
Bob Graham, Florida Senator
COnnie Mack, Florida Senator
Pete Peterson, Florida Representative
Clyde Taylor and JUdge Griffin Bell, Attorneys
George Martin croy - 09645-017

?o? the a:>rthern District of Florida,

Matn Office • 217 North Monroe Street
Capi tol Center Branch • 116 East Jefferson Street
South Monroe Street Branch • 3404 South Monroe Street
Thomasville Road Branch • 3501 Thomasville Road

Pensacola Division

UNITED STATES DISTRICT COURT
WESTERN OI S TRI CTO' PENNS Y l-V AN I A

P I TTSBURGH . PENNSYLV ANIA 15219
CHAMBERS 0,

I")QNALO E. ZIEGLER
U . S . DI STRICT JUOGIE
•

-

March 10, 1993

412 •8•U • 3333

Hon. William W. Wilkins, Jr.,
Chairman, u.s. Sentencing Commission
·
Suite 2-500, South Lobby
One Columbus Circle Northeast
Washington, D.c. 20002-8002
Dear Judge Wilkins:
Re:

I am responding to the invitation of the Sentencing
Commission to comment on the proposed amendments to the
Guidelines and the proposals of various groups. I have served as
a state court trial judge for five years and a federal district
court judge for 15 years in a metropolitan area. Hence, I bring
to my work a fair understandin g of the best and worst of
criminal justice syst.ems ·in reviewing the Proposed ·Guideline ·
Amendments . . In my judgment, the federal sentencing guidelines
are inferior to the state court guidelines in Pennsylvania , and
therefore I have scanned the Proposed Amendments in ·an :attempt to
select the amendments that will improve the federal sentencing ··
·
scheme.

•
\..

''

Proposed Guideline Amendment No. 1, Pg. No. 1 should be
adopted as urged by the Practitioner s Advisory Group in Option 1
at Pg. 56. Most citizens and virtually every juror would be
shocked to learn that a court is required to include conduct in
the sentencing equation that their representativ es have found not
proven by the prosecution. In addition, any exception to a
comolete bar of such evidence strikes most informed observers a s
unfair and one-sided. Prior to the guidelines, federal trial
judges did not consider acquitted conduct at the time of
sentencing, and the supporters of the guidelines have failed to
sustain their burden of proving that § 1B1 . 3, as constituted, has
had any deterrent effect upon aberrant conduct, or has promoted
·
uniformity in sentencing.

•''

•

United States Sentencing Guidelines

j

Proposed Guideline Amendment No. 10, Pg. 20 should be
common sense
uniformity of law and
adopted to
area o.f sentencing. · The inclusion of uningestible
in a
promotes pubiic
mixtures in the weight of ..
It
the
.bY
contempt
.and
cynicism
·
disp'r oportionate senten9es in certain cases· a11d therefor.c

undermines· the foundation on which the gu.i delines

bottor.1ed .

•

-2-

Propgsed Amendments 29 and 30 (Judicial Conference) are
long overdue. · The members of the Commission and staff are fond
of stating at various Circuit Judicial Conferences and in other
fora that departures are authorized in appropriate cases under
the guidelines. The courts of appeals are often blamed by
members of the Commission for being too rigid in interpreting the
departure provisions. The Criminal Law Committee of the Judicial
·Conference has now provided the Sentencing Commission with the
opportunity to stand up and be counted on this issue.
Proposed Amendments 31, 32 and 33 (American Bar
Association) are progressive proposals that recognize that
prisons are limited resources that should be reserved for the
most serious offenders. They also recognize that for many nonviole nt offenders there are effective alternative sentences. For
many years prior to the guidelines, I kept a record concerning
the number of offenders that violated a probationary sentence.
The number of violators totalled 15% This means that 85% of the
defendants did not violate probation and for these offenders a
non-prison sentence was successful, effective and obviously less
expensive.

•

Proposed Amendments 37 and 38 (Practitione rs Advisory
Group) are sensible and deserve adoption. They advance
uniformity of application and fairness for offenders who do not
profit from an offense. This is especially important for nonviolent offenders for whom alternatives to total confipement may
•
be entirely appropriate.
Amendment No. 40 (Practitione rs Advisory Group)
correctly captures the disparate impact of the guidelines upon
minorities. The 100 to 1 quantity ratio is irrational and leads
to unfair sentences. Quantity based sentencing ·involving crack
cocaine produces sentences, in many cases, that are harsh, have
no deterrent impact and are grossly disproportio nate. The same
reasoning applies to Amendment No. so (Federal Offenders
Legislative Subccmcittee ). Congress could not have inter.ded such
results.
Thank you for giving me the opportunity to comment on
the matters pending before the Sentencing Commission.

(;1::.:;
Donald E.
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United States Sentencing Commission
One Columbus Circle, NE
Suite 2-500, South Lobby
Washington, DC 20002 - 8002

}-larch 10 , 1993

Attention : Public Information
To Whom It May Concern:
I wish to expr ess my full support for proposed amendment #SO to
the Federal Sentencing
for 1993 which reads as follows:
"In determining the weight of LSD, use the actual weight of the
LSD itself. The weight of any carrier medium , e . g. blotter paper , ·
is not to be counted. "

A!fillet. .

I urge you to specify that it be fully retroactive and that you
submit it to the Congress on or before May 1, 1993. There are
approximat ely 2 , 000 individuals incarcerated in the federal system
to date , the majori t y of which are first -time, non-violent
offenders, who have already been unjustly sentenced to outrageous
amounts of time in LSD offenses for the sheer
of carrier
mediums .

Middle Ground (Artzcna)
M.,1811Y for Jultic:e 6 Reconc:i4ia11on

Also, I wish to state my support for the Edwards Bill, The Sentencing
Uniformity Act of 1993. Please work to repeal the mandatory minimum
sentencing law and restore sentencing justice to all.
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.rick L. Brown
Mor!.!hart"'
Dougl:ts

Suite: 222
Fourth
133
Cin<.: inn011i, Ohio 45202

(513) 65 1·9636

Fu (513) 381 ·1776

March 8, 1993
Mr. Mike Courlander
United States Sentencing Commission
One Columbus Circle, NE
Suite 2-500, South Lobby
Washington, D.C. 20002-8002
RE: Proposed Amendments to Sentencing Guidelines
Dear Mr. Courlander,

•

This letter is to provide my input on several of the proposed changes and amendments
to the sentencing guidelines. I hope that these are of some use to you as these changes are
contemplated. I am limiting my comments to three proposals, but on a broader scale would
suggest that the Commission give favorable consideration to all changes which result in a
more equitable situation .
Prior to expressini my views I wanted to give some background on myself. I am an
attorney in Cincinnati: Ohio. The majority of my practice involves federal criminal
sentencings and post-conviction motions related to sentencing. I handle cases in federal court
across the country. .Because of my work I have become familiar with the contents of the
guidelines. It is with this understanding that I provide the following comments.
The proposal that would permit a District Court Judge to make a downward
departure, without the United States Attorney making the request, if the Judge believes the
Defendant has provided substantial assistance is one which should be approved. The current
scenario permits the United States Attorney to plea bargain with the Defendant and decide
after the Defendant provides information whether to make a request for a downward
departure. Absent unconstitutional motivation on the part of the U.S. Attorney, there is
can do, lf the U.S. Attorney does not request a downward
nothinl a Defendant or
departure. 'Ibis system srna.cla of unfairness. The U.S. Attorney, gains the information and
then can decide oot to give the Defendant any credit for it. The Defendant may have already
put himself at pave personal risk and additionally is not able to retrieve what he has
provided to the U.S. Attorney. Permitting the Judge to have control on this situation would
level the playing field and result in a more just situation.

•

The proposal reducing the top auideline from 43 to 32 is another one which should be
approved. The length of sentences in drug cases has simply gotten out of hand. As a
society we can not continue to pay the costs of warehousing individuals for twenty and thirty
years, especially when they are first time offenders. The comparison is made repeatedly
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between violent effea4ers and drug offenders and the relative disparity is sentences received .
The proposed amendment would help alleviate this disparity and more importantly result in
sentences, especially for fU'st time drug offenders, which are more in keeping with a system
of fairness and justice.

t

The third proposal I am writing about relates to eliminating the weight of the carrier
in LSD cases when calculating the weight of the drugs involved. It is difficult for me to
understand the rationale behind adding to the weight of the actual drug the weight of the
carrier paper. This would easily result in a situation of a supplier or manufacturer who has
not separated the drug into doses and thereby not placed it on carrier paper being treated the
same as the street seller because of the added weight of the paper the drug is placed on.
Simply, a person should be held accountable for the drugs involved, not the material it is
carried on.
I thank you for the opportunity to comment on these specific proposed amendments,
and the amendments in general. I hope that the amendments will receive favorable
consideration. Additionally, I would welcome the opportunity to provide testimony or
additional information at any scheduled hearings on these proposed amendments. If I can be
of further assistance please do not hesitate to contact me at (Sl3) 651-9636.

•

Very Truly Yours,

PLB\wpf
cc: Congressman DavidS. Mann

•

•

The Law Offices

of

RicharO .f . Marshall, P.C .
6070 GATBWAY BOULBVA.RD EAST
REDDINGTON Bun.DING - SUI'I'E 508
EL PASO, TEXAS 79905-2031

TELEPHONE: (915) 779-6627
TOLL FREE: (800) 221-4385
TELJiFAX: (915) 779-6671

March 8, 1993
United States Sentencing Commission
One Columbus Circle, N.E., Suite 2-500
Washington, DC 20002-8002
Attention:

Public Information

Re:

Proposed Amendments to the Federal Sentencing Guidelines

To the Members of the Commission:

•

I urge you to act decisively in amending subsection (c) of §2D1.1 of the Guidelines by adding
the proposed paragraph requiring that in determining the weight of LSD the actual weight of the
LSD itself be used, and not that of the carrier medium .
My only son, Stanley, is presently rounding out his fifth year of a 20-yea.r sentence, as a first
offender, caught up in a sting operation, and involving a minor amount of LSD. At his
sentencing, adding the weight of the blotter paper to the imposition of a mandatory minimum
sentence resulted in a bizarre and inhumane sentence fq_r an .individual who poses no threat to
society. Stanley is now 35 and cannot expect to see freedom until the age of 48.
Stanley expressed himself far better than I could, in a written statement on mandatory minimums
and the use of the weight of the carrier medium in determining LSD sentences, and he has
requested me to submit the enclosed article, Hard Time for Heavy Paper, as written testimony
for the hearing scheduled for March 22nd. In addition, I respectfully request you to accept this
letter as written testimony.

•
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MR. STANLEY J. MARSHALL
07832-026-UW
9595 West Quincy Avenue
Littleton, CO 80123
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FOR HEAVY PAPER .... ... . by Stanley Marshall

The United States is the world's
leading jailer. We imprison more persons
per capita than Russia, Iraq and Haiti. Out
of every 100,000 American citizens, 455 are
South Africa is a distant
imprisoned.
The 19th Century notion
311.
second, with
that penitentiaries were secure facilities
designed for rehabilitation of offenders is
today nothing more than a historical
footnote. Today it is universally conceded
that America's prisons are a return to the
· dungeons of yore -- places for warehousing
human beings, like so much nuclear waste;
to get them out of sight and out of mind.
Why does America differ from
England, France, Germany, Canada,
Australia .. and all the other democratic
countries in maintaining a monumental
prison population? The reason is obvious:
the War on Drugs. In Federal prisons, 56%
of the inmates are drug offenders. By 1995,
that figure will be 70% Nearly ten years
ago President Reagan declared America's
second War on Drugs, and Congress enacted
the Sentencing Reform Act of 1984. What
this act did was to set Mandatory Minimums
for federal judges to apply as punishment
terms for drug offenders. Judges were not
permitted to set lesser sentences than the
absolute lower limits set out in the
Sentencing Reform Act, no matter what the
extenuating circumstances .
The Act also provided for sentencing
The effect of these rigid
guidelines.
guidelines bas been, over the years, to
further pigeonhole the convicted offender
into numerous series of sentencing ranges,
depending upon the nature of the offense,
and not of the offender. The guidelines
include enhancements that increase penalties,

and some departures that reduce sentences.
Despite these guidelines, no federal judge
may sentence any offender to less than what
is prescribed by the mandatory minimum.
One of the very few downward departures is
the one granted to an offender who assists
prosecutors and federal agents in a sting
operation or set-up of another prospective
offender. If the offender testifies that the
offense was the brain child of the
prospective offender, the first offender gets
a further downward departure from his
sentence, and the prospective offender is due
for a substantial upward enhancement of his
sentence. To say these guidelines .encourage
a doubling of the prison population would
Incidentally, they
seem appropriate.
a ·proliferation
encourage
to
seem
certainly
of bad tips, which result in defective search
warrants, under which the homes of
innocents have been raided. In some of
these raids agents have shot and killed lawabiding homeowners. The United States is
facing damages of millions of dollars in
lawsuits arising out of these mistakes.
Under the guidelines, however, furnishing
such information, no matter how inaccurate
it may be, is about the only way to get a
sentence reduced. On the other hand, there
are far more ways a sentence can be
enhanced.
Compounding this state of affairs is
the wide range of federal conspiracy
statutes. Minor participants, including those
even marginally or peripherally connected to
a drug transaction, are subject to a range of
punishments comparable to those meted out
to the persons who financed, orchestrated
and profited from the crime. Of course, the
kingpin is thus in an excellent position to
bargain with his prosecutors for downward

•

•

•

departures, because he can testify against all
his underlings, including some who may not
even have been aware of their roles at the
time of the offense. Thus, under the
Sentencing Reform Act and the sentencing
guidelines, it is not unusual to witness the
bizarre result of drug lords receiving
relatively lesser punishment than minor .
The concept of a mandatory
offenders.
minimum sentencing scheme was not new in
1984. It had been enacted back in 1970, but
was quickly repealed. Ironically, George
Bush, at that time a congressman from
Texas, was one of the voices calling for
repeal. Of course, that was before the
Willie Horton era, when it became
politically expedient to maintain the
appearance of being tough on crime at any
cost in the midst of the War on Drugs.
Federal judges are almost unanimous
in their opposition to Mandatory Minimums.
A number have taken senior status, when
faced with the grossly unjust sentences they
were being forced to impose. A few judges
have ignored the mandatory minimums,
running the risk of being reversed on appeal.
What outrages the judges is the fact that the
Mandatory Minimums have relegated learned
judges into rubber stamp roles. They no
longer judge. They apply a formula from a
chart. They are prohibited from taking into
account any human, economic or societal
factors, in sentencing. They are no better
than computer terminals.
The Sentencing Reform Act of 1984
also abolished parole for drug offenders.
Nobody gets one third or more off their time
The only remaining good
anymore.
behavior incentive is a maximum of 54 days
of "good time" each year, which is 14.79%
of the time assessed. That means that an

HARD TIME FOR HEAVY PAPER

inmate sentenced for a single minor drug
transaction to 10 years will have to serve at
least 85% of his sentence, and can hope for
a maximum good time reduction of 17
months and 21 days, after being locked up
for eight years, six months and nine days.
It is amazing that our federal prisoners are
as well behaved as they are, considering this
almost total lack of good behavior incentive.
I am a drug offender. I' m serving
four years for selling LSD, and an extra 16
years because of the paper it was on,
because Congress unintentionally failed to
distinguish blotter paper, upon which LSD is
marketed, from common adulterants used in
the marketing of heroin and cocaine.
Heroin and cocaine are cut with powdered
milk or similar substances, thus enhancing
the profits of the drug dealers, who sell
those drugs by weight. LSD is sold on the
basis of the number of doses. · Congress
apparently was unaware of this when it
permitted the use of language which could
be interpreted as including the weight of the
paper, or capsule, or sugar cube, along with
the LSD. The result, in the case of LSD,
where the weight of the paper, which is not
an adulterant, but merely a carrier medium,
adds no value and is hundreds or thousands
of times the weight of the drug, was
characterized as bizarre, by the five
members of the Seventh Circuit Court of
Appeals who dissented from the affirmance
of my conviction.
When I was sentenced we had tried
to explain this distinction to the trial judge,
but he found that I had been guilty of selling
100 grams of an illegal drug. This was even
after a government witness, a chemist, had
testified that there was only 67% of one

by SWlley ManhaU
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•

gram of LSD iAvolved in the transaction.
At my appeal, we, argued that it was
irrational to impose upon me the same
sentence for 10,000 hits of LSD that I would
have received for selling two million doses
of heroin, or $5 million worth of cocaine.
· In a dissenting opinion, one of the appellate
judges wrote, "To base punishment on the·
weight of the carrier medium makes about as
much sense as basing punishment on the
weight of the defendant. "

to apply a narrow interpretation of the
wording of the law, I am condemned to
serving 17 years, five months, at the very
least. I have been locked up five years so
far. Reason demands that Congress refine
its definition of "a mixture or substance" to
more precisely indicate an adulterant and not
a carrier medium. Along with others in my
situation and their families, I look forward
to a review by Congress of this tragic
oversight.

A case similar to mine was argued
before the Supreme Court. It was explained
to the Justices that because the weight of the
carrier medium was included, someone who
sold three doses of LSD on sugar cubes
would receive the 10-year mandatory
minimum, while a kingpin who distributed
19,999 doses of LSD in its pure crystalline
form would not be required to serve any
mandatory minimum sentence at all.
Despite this argument, seven members of the
Court upheld the sentence, based on a
"positivistic" or literal view of the wording
of the law. In his dissent, Justice John Paul
Stevens said, "The consequences of the
majority's construction [of the statute] are so
bizarre that I cannot believe they were
intended by Congress." Congress clearly
stated that its aim was to punish those who
sell large quantities of drugs more severely
than those who sell small quantities.
Weighing the carrier medium for the
purposes of enhancing punishment clearly
thwarts the purpose of Congress.

The sentencing guidelines are due for
We have a new
revision this year.
Congress. We
new
a
have
We
president.
have new members on the judiciary
committees in both houses, including two
women, for the first time, on the Senate
Judiciary Committee. It's time for a new,
pragmatic look at a problem which bas
evoked only knee jerk reactions in the past
dozen years.

Since the Supreme Court bas chosen

•

HARD TIME FOR HEAVY PAPER

Our federal prisons are now
operating at 147% of their rated maximum
At the present rate of
capacities.
convictions, we'll have to build fifty new
2000-bed facilities in the next decade. It
costs over $20,000 per year to keep one
inmate in federal prison. Convictions are on
the rise and sentences are longer and longer.
This year's budget for the Bureau of Prisons
is $2,134,297,000. Can we really afford to
build more prisons? We can only hope for
a return to rational laws and realistic and
compassionate sentencing, keeping in mind
that people who break the law are still
people.

by Stanley Manhall
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The Law Offices

of

RichardT. Marshall, P.C.
6070 GATEWAY BOULBVARD EAST
REDDINGION Bun.DINO - SUITii 508
EL PASO, TEXAS 7990S-2031

TELEPHONE: (915) 779-6627
TOll FREE: (800) 221-4385
TELEFAX: (915) 719-6671

March 9, 1993
United States Sentencing Commission
One Columbus Circle, N.E. , Suite 2-500
Washington, DC 20002-8002
Attention:

Public Information

Re:

Proposed Amendments to the Federal Sentencing Guidelines

To the Members of the Commission:

•

This letter is to supplement the letter I sent you yesterday, urging you to act decisively in
amending subsection (c) of §2Dl.l of the Guidelines by adding the proposed paragraph requiring
that in determ.ining the weight of LSD the actual weight of the LSD itself be used, and not that
of the carrier medium.
On December 17, 1992, USA Today published an article entitled, Quirk in law weighs heavily
on sentences, which states the case most succinctly and most effectively. It is interesting to note,
also, that, according to USA Today, this weight-of-the-carrier quirk was recognized by Congress
in 1989, when remedial language was included in the 1989 crime bill.
I enclose a copy of page llA of the December 17, 1992 issue of USA Today, including this
item, and others pertaining to LSD, and I respectfully request that you include the same in the
Commission's record of written testimony on this proposed amendment to the Guidelines.

Yours

RitHARD T. MARSHALL

•
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MR. STANLEY J. MARSHALL
07832-026-UW
9595 West Quincy Avenue
Littleton, CO 80123
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March 7, 19"9 3-.
Attn:Public Information
u.s. Sentencing Commission
One Columbus Circle, NE
Suite 2-500, South Lobby
Washington, DC 20002-8002
Dear Committee Members:
I would like to express my concern about a serious injustice
in the American judicial system that you all can help correct. A
close friend of mine is currently sentenced to 10 years in a
federal facility for procession of L. S.D.
His sentence was
determined from the total weight of the drug and the carrier medium
(paper) on which it was transported.

•

Proposal #50 would clarify the existing law concerning how
L.S.D. would be measured by adding the following paragraph, "In
determining the weight of L. S.D. , use the actual weight of the
L.S.D. itself. The weight of any carrier medium (blotter paper, for
example) is not to be counted." Had this specific paragraph been
in effect when my friend was sentenced, the outcome would have been
drastically different.
As L.S.D. is a dose specific drug which is unique from other
drugs such as cocaine (which can be cut with a benign substance to
increase the quantity of the drug while lowering its potency), it
is transported on many mediums. The L. S.D. carrier medium has been
confused with these "cuts 11 • 100 doses of L.S.D. whether on blotter
paper or sugar cubes should be considered equal in terms of
sentencing. Under the current judicial guidelines the following
inequity exits:
Amount of Drug
100 doses of pure LSD (approx. 5 milligrams) =
100 doses transported on blotter paper
=
100 doses transported on sugar cubes
=

Sentence
10 months
5 years
16 years

I urge to all to look favorably on and support Proposal #50
and see it as a clarification of statutory intent so that it will
assist those who are currently and inappropriately sentenced.
Thank you for your time, attention and consideration.

•

Respectfully,
Rachelle Rose
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EDD AND MARY PAT SPENCER
CO ·MINISTERS

March 5, 1993
United States Sentencing Commission
One Columbus Circle, N.E.
Suite 2-500
Vv'ashington, DC 20002-8002
Attn: Public Information
Dear Madam or Sir:
Subject: Amendments 50 and 56

•

Please know that I feel very strongly that a people are serving unusually long prison
sentences based on the weight of the paper that L.S.D. is on, not the drug weight alone.
Two of our you11g adult members of Beneva Christian Church received ten years mi11irnum
mandatory sentences without parole for less than $1,000 worth (street value} of LS.D .
Knowing that it was a crime that they committed, I feel it is an equal crime that they serve
such a long sentence; especially in light of the fad that people who are big time drug
dealers or who comm it crimes of rape, abuse, and murder spend less than ten years in our
federal prisons. Please note the following "Comparing times for crimes" found in the
December 17, 1992 edition of USA TODAY.
i Comparing times for crimes
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I am in favor of weighing the drug, not the paper. Also, I am in favor of Amendment 56,
wh ich would allow changes in sentences. Thank you for your time and attention to this
matter.

•

Sincerely,

Mary Pat Spencer
Co-minister
Beneva Christian Church (Discipies oi Christ}

•

Richard D. Besser
13 Arrowhead Way
Clinton, NY 13323

TEL (315) 853-4370

FAX (315) 853-43 71

March 4, 19 9 3

Attn: Public Informa tion
Sentenci ng Commiss ion
One Columbus Circle, NE
Suite 2-500, South Lobby
Washi ng ton, D.C. 20002 -8002

u.s.

Gentlem en:
I am writing to voice my op1n1on on the amendme nts
to the sentenci ng guidelin es that are currentl y under
conside ration by your Commiss ion.

•

While I believe that the entire concept of mandato ry
minimum s is abhorren t and unconst itutiona l, there
are three amendme nts that I believe rise above the
others in importan ce:

1. Elimina te the carrier in determin ing sentenci ng
in LSD cases.
2. Reductio n in the top guidelin e level from
43-32.
3. Allow Federal Judges to depart from guidelin es
if he believes the defend a nt h2s provided
assistan ce without the approva l of the prosecu tor.
I am sure you are aware of the inequiti es in sentenci ng
that result from applicat ion of the current guidelin es
in LSD cases.
If not I would offer the followin g:
One gram of pure LSD (no carrier)= 63-78 months,
guidelin e level 26
One gram of LSD on 100 grams of paper=18 8-235
months, guidelin e level 36

•

Reductio n of the highest sentence for a first time
offende r to 121-151 months is a modest reductio n at
best. tfuere else in our l e gal system does a first
time offende r for a nonviole nt crime receive a 10

•

-

Richard D. Besser
... --:--,

13 Arrowhead Way

Clinton, NY 13323

TEL (3 15) 853-4370

FAX 015) 853-43il

year plus sentence, without parole? People who commit
armed robbery are let off with less severe sentences.
Should the Federal Courts apply sentences that are
=rimes th!n t h e state courts
f or
do for violent crimes? I think not.

•

As to allowing judges to have latitude in sentencing,
·I would postulate that the justice system was designed
to have prosecutors prosecute and judges and juries
In Federal
determine g uilt and impose sentences.
judges and
the
from
taken
s
i
drug cases discretion
given to the prosecutor who's motives are typically
It appears that in their zealousness
self-serving.
to apply justice even-handedly they created a system
that recognizes no extenuating circumstances and have
denied judges the ability to perform their judicial
responsibilities.
It appears to me that your Commission cou l d do a lot
to correct these and other inequities in sentencing,
to say nothing of what you would do for prison overcrowding and the drain on the Country's resources,
both financial and human, by passing these amendments.
As someone who has been personally impacted by these
guidelines I would be more than happy to offer additional
testimony.
Sincerely,
R.D.Besser
cc: Families Against Mandatory Minimums
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March 03, 1993

Judge Billy w. Wilk ins, Jr.
Chair man
u. s . sente ncing Comm ission
One Colum bus Circl e, N.E., Ste. 2-500
Wash ingto n, D.C. 20002 -8002
Re:

1993 Propo sed Amen dment s

Dear Chair man Wilk ins:

•

.

'l.

__

.._

I wish you and the Comm ission and the Judic ial
Work ing Group a produ ctive March 8th confe rence .
I subm it herew ith comm ents on the propo sed
As alway s, silen 9e is
amend ments for the 1993 cycle .
ambig uous and may signi fy one or more of the fol lowin g :
defer ence to other s more
no opini on;
appro val;
One almo st
know ledge able; no exper ience ; no clue.
overr iding cons idera tion gover ns my ·respo nses: everv one
only
comp lains when chang es occur and
, we
Those
abso lutel y neces sary chang es shoul d be made.
recog nize by the vague notio n of "cons ensus ," untow ard
appe llate atten tion, and by t he insig hts conta ined in
comm ents by Sente nc i ng Comm ission "cons umers . "
On separ ate pages , then, numb ered to match with
( 1)
the numb er of the propo sed amendment , I comment wherethat
in
certa
feel
I
where
(2)
lf;
I canno t restr ain myse
;
reaso nable minds will diffe r and I want my vote rec orded
(3) where I feel quali fied to take issue with the need
for any chang e at all; and, (4) where I disag ree for
reaso ns state d.
If any member of the Comm ission /staff revie wing
these remar ks wishe s furth er expla natio n, plea se call.
Since rely,

•

Alice marie H. Stotl er
Unite d state s Dist rict Judge

•

,

..- .

Amendments 8, 9, 11, 39, 48, and 60
The mere existence of all these options suggests
that changes concerning greater latitude for minimal
harsh
less
(and therefore
participation
criminal
offenders
among
distinction
a
possibly,
and,
involved with "less daz:1gerous" types of controlled
substance are widely thought to be desirable.
Hearing the discussion of the members of the Working
Group is essential to be able to cast a well-informed
At least one, however, seems
vote on any of these.
One can only
unnecessary, and that is Amendment 60.
invoked so as
been
have
infer that "ghost" co-defendants
some singlein
to justify comparative role status
defendant cases.
Amendments 9 and 39 are more extensive in their
reach than Amendment 8, but they are more complicated.
If the Working Group concludes that emphasis on the role
of firearms is required, then Amendment 9 is on target.

•

Adoption of Amendment 8 and possibly Amendment 48
in the apparently desirable
would show movement
We could work with cases under the refined
direction.
definitions of "mitigated role" defendants and- those
whose offenses do not concern heroin and cocaine, and see
if the goal for more "individualized" sentences might be
achieved.
Finally, I find Amendment 11 arbitrary.
was meant to be, but I prefer status quo.

•
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Henry N. Blansfield, M.D.
1 Cedarcrest Drive
Danbury, CT 06811
(203) 744-6222
Fax (203) 744-6336

February 26, 1993
United States Sentencing Commission
1 Columbus Circle, N.E., suite 2-500, South Lobby
Washington, DC 20002-8002
Attention: Public information

•

As a physician currently engaged in providing services to psychoactive drug users in our
society and concerned with reducing hann to them. I strongly support amendments to
sentencing guidelines that would drastically lessen their length. I am opposed to
mandatory lengths of incarceration based upon the type of illicit drug involved in felonious
drug selling and its weight. There must be a return to consideration of an arrested
individual's prior record and willingness to accept rehabilitation and treatment
compulsive drug user. Most of all, leniency would seem indicated if the nature ofthe
crime, namely selJing, has not directly banned another. Reforms in the length of sentences
need to be retroactive to allow redress for those already imprisoned by previous unfair and
inhumane mandatory rules of sentencing.
·
Working as a clinician in the drug/alcohol field for twenty years has led me to believe that
chemical dependence is a disease resulting from alterations in neuron receptor - transmitter
mechanisms. Paradoxically society criminalizes the use of certain agents acting on the
central nervous system while permitting the legal acquisition and consumption of others
that have been repeatedly shown to have morbid deleterious heath effects, i.e. alcohol and
tobacco. This, in itself: is the epitome of hypocrisy.
There is increasing awareness of the adverse impact of present drug laws on society,
particularty the urban minority young male population. Racism and the drug war have
been addressed by ClareDce Lusane in his book "Pipe Dream Blues". A study of the
impact of current drug policy, from a crime and corrections standpoint, has been carried
out by the Monroe County Bar Association (Rochester, New York and environs) and
detailed in a report called "Justice in Jeopardy". This report can be obtained from :

James C. Gocker, Esq.

•

130 East Main St.
Rochester, NY 14604
(716) 232-4448

•

I enclose a c.gpy_qf a New York Times article dealing with alternative sentencing, a policy
whose time has "come. Such approaches need to be strongly considered not only because
they are dictated by the evidence pointing to the failure of present drug policy involving
crime and corrections to succeed in alleviating or reducing the problem, but also because
alternatives may be much less costly. The crime and corrections industry will, of course,
lobby strongly against any change in the 70% dollar allocation they are now receiving.
Sincerely yours,

.-v_,_\. '\...-"

Henry N. Blansfield, M.D.
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rehabilitation pro gn m alt er bei IIy beP,
ng cau ght •el lin g dru p. He aid
t.alked 'with Ed HiD of

By FRANCIS X. CLINES
In IS yea rs or selling cocaine
and her oin In the doorways and aba
ings or Brooklyn's per vas ivendoned build- t
Bor
\
Par k narcotics mart, Guillermo ough
veloped an entrepreneurial sen Rlo s de·
good dea l, even as'he Indulge se or a
d his own
dee p addiction:
Mr. Rios, who once ma nag ed
stre et outlets, had to hur ried sev en tidy 1
ly put his
dea l-m ake r's sense to good use
20 mo nth s
ago when he was cau ght , fix
ln'h
ing dru gs to undercover detecUvand, sell·· ;
es. At the ,
arra ign me nt, District Att orn
ey
J. Hynes or Brooklyn offe red Cha rles '
him a dea l
he nev er expected:
Ell her complete an exp erim ent
al lon gterm rehabilitation pro gra m
lfnd be
trea ted like
wit h all
of self-reform, or face ma nda the stru ggl e
tim e as'j ust another com mo tory pris on
n crim ina l
wit h a lith e attendant lost free
dom and ·
was ted lire.
•
Limited Exp erim ent
It wa s a dea l tha t Mr. Rlos
tha n 200 oth er addicted dru and mo re
dea lers In
Bro okl yn hav e taken gla dlygbut
war lly
ove r the last two yea rs In an
unusual pro gra m tha t Is attr act ing atte ntio
oth er law-enforcement ortl clal n from
· Intent !{lot so much on dec lari s •ho are
. the wa r on dru gs as In au em ng a tru ce In .
piing a littl e . .
cre atlv .t tria ge.
'.
The Brooklyn pro gra m Is a lim
per ime nt, but Ills showing eno ited expro gre ss at reta inin g phl egm ugh
in lon g-te rm trea tme nt In lieuatic add icts
of pris on
tha t the sta te has decided to
ext
the oth er city pro sec uto rs' offi end It to
ces Ihis

Hy ne s
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{:pe aler s' Deal:. Reh abil itat ion , Not Jail

•

halt·the cost or Imprisonment, about Brooklyn's street-drug pathology or
$.CO,OOO. But the real choice In public two deeades ago, smiled, notJng that
policy Is not that simple, and alterna· avtd peer-pressure ta only one tool
Uve approaches to prison can prove Intended tD root out routine fakery.
his
rlnJshlng
Is
who
year. Mr. Rtos,
Mr. Rlos said he eventually found
risky for responsible otrlclals.
ion,
first year .In rigoma rehabilitat
and growth In himself neeeschange
e'
'A Terrifytna Experienc
'Jald, "I had already been In fall and
In the program•
stay
tD
sary
Su·
attorney,
district
assistant
An
crazJer."
little
a
me
lhat just made
In
of doing 7'tD
Instead
"Here.
initial
the
realled
Powers,
A.
san
walk
to
ever,
u
free.
. He remains
he
Ume,"
doing
even
not
I'm
pruon.
In
rooted
program
the
tllat
anxJety
a
does,
he
away from the deal But If
of his ease- said gratefully. "I'm learning 1 Jot
. special pursuit team will tty to track Mr. Hynes's unusual useprove
tD be 1 • about myself, what a threat 1 am to
him down and put him· back on the disposal powers might
me and to C!thers. What lam leamJng
narcotics court treadmill toward the · gamble.that ranees_ with addicts scan- is
to finally begln valuing my ll!e."
of serving dalously fleeing In droves. "It was 1
· overwhelming
the 30 percent In dropouts from
Of
"But
said.
she
e."
experienc
terrifying
second
no
with
prison.
In
yeara
long
Mr. Hynes's pursuit
program,
the
rather
been
have
far
results
the
Hynes.
Mr.
from
mercy
at
chance
50
especially for this
together
put
aquad.
out
pointed
Powers
Ms.
ama:fng."
deal
to
The program ts Intended
percent to
arrested
hu
program,
admit·
addicts
the
of
percent
·that
. with the legions of drug dealers who
70
f6e4lore-"l
:
ve,...
stayed
hive
program
the
to
ted
addle•.
own
their
e
. bulcally underwrit
"""
"'""'
•
•..
niiJonpercent
13
about
of
rate
a
sus
sell·
make
they
Uon- with the money
prison terms and 11 cases were pen .
d
-lng. Second offenders lllte Mr. Rlos
11 In 1
the latest tally ln November
· face very tough laws provldlna man· a Y vo untary rug·tre:ument pro- Ina u of
. Only two received misdemeanor
·
datDry prison tJme and no easy plea grams. ·
"Retention Is the key, tD success,. . treatmen t- tribute tD the original
· bargains. .PriSon reformers say such
even If you re forced tD selection of llrm second·felony drug
studies show,
unr•allstJcal· enter
seeond·felony laws aa program," she said. "They
"
•"
Attorney to
I ly harsh.·but Mr. Hynes_
u If they can keep""" ... • ea.ses by the District
change·yo
Is exploltlt!g can
J.--. •guarantee the harsh sUck needed tD
the harshness. In effect, In his new
complement the program's Inviting
. ·
program. .
earroL
Hall the statet have comparable
Long-range effects are yet tD be
t
a
mandatJn
lawa
n
c:tac:kdow
·dNa
meuured since only the tint 14grad- ·
15 lS
prison Unit ror repeat offenders and
Ultes have returned to their commu.these .have been lftstrumentalln the
nlUes. '"I had my hand on the door. mushroomlna of prison populations .
several times. re.ady tD waJJc."
knob
·,
•
natJon
.and expenses across the
K., a 30-yur-old
An&elo
llld
:through I high tumover1n dru& ar•
ate who completed the prog,..m' l.
rests. lblsgrow th hu not necessarily
residential and re-entry programs.
focused on the more vtolent criminals
leamtna to be a diesel mecltante In
•
heart of the public's
who are at
the process. Through the program he
t
enactmen
'
polltJcfans
the
and
alarm
obtained a Job In his old neighbor·
hu
·
remedies.
of harsh
Sunset Park. stJII as drua·in·
hood.
1ona
u
are
proarams
the
providing
tJPJO •• y·ears
u when he began deallna as a
Ccsted
·
Day.
u
proven
e
experienc
and
term
·.
d.
14-yur-ol
.
samaritan
and
top
· Wtth· prisons becomtna glutted,
· 'Finally Be u Adult'
"This is actually a lot harder for ·
some crimlnal-jusUc:e officials are
looklnJ for cheaper, inore productive them than jail." said Ed Hill, director
"It wu like I was froten In my
• alternatives. Few new program.s be- or the privately run Daytop Vllla&e
aald.
back then,"
Cltskllls,
the
In
Lake,
Swan
ln
center
t
Treatmen
Drua
aldea Mr•. Hynes'l
ted
Ufe.l
my
resumed
proaram
The
hal
manager,
ever
Rlos.
Mr.
where
a
such
1
off4r
AltemaUve tD Prtson
lD a
the
Uved
1
like
·
c.blet
the
be
tD
months
11
1n
risen
·
powerful comblDatJoa ot ledueUm
an
be
rtnally
to
forwarcS
aped
aDd
year
1
·
woodthe
nmnlna
for
tDr
.. and penalty to tty to chaft&t addfca admlnlstra
adult.' Basically, they. taught ·me
who have beea earetulJY tcreened shop and Its staff
thJna an ado we're not bad people," be aa.ld of the
"This 1s the
and not merely to detain them behind
hJs
It repr. Samaritan VUJaae program
because
do
to
aotna
dfct'a
deal
to
out
come
they
unUI
bart
chailae.
almtna
acSdfcts
fellow
H1U
Mr.
chanp,"
tDtal
and
true
aents
&aliA
Despite the program • modest enl toulb
Under the proaram, atrated del). said. "No more the swaqerin
Its aurprillnl retention rate
roUment,
the
or
belt
hla
In
pistol
.45
the
with
JUY
comen wbo ..,._ up two
notoriously unreliable adthe
amana
taDcJq
We're
boot.
hll
1n
ter
41\11-f'eblbUJtatf.an t-mllllmt
PletJDI
diet community Ia encouraatna
DIJ'OP VDJaae ..,cl complete ovemaul "
He •tressed that soCJety wu rilht
streets cleaned of the · dedJton to expand Jt to the other city
tbiJ,..... ana&ed drOpped; tblat· tD wantor Its
state alloc:a·
dMIIr 11 tne to...,_ a new ptaaue addJet-dealeral1ke Mr. R.lol ptoleCUtora. A $700,000
flnaUy faced ·tJon of Federal antJ.dNI money wW
c1rq-tn1 Ufe wtdl oae lea felony but that the real Issue.
l
Jully by this proaram, wu whether to beJp f1lwlce 300 new . residentia
.
bloc:
200 In the
auar- trutmmt alotl ...___ the
But tbole wbo ..C..Jd to the tempta- try tD c:hanae them or tD merelyprtaon.
Brooklyn
rehablUtatJon antee a deeper problem With
. tJca to walt out
is
'tpproach
thll
of
fUture
The
..
·
.
criminals
tou&hened
roaram't raulb
avaJJable
the
on
t
dependen
very
man
watcbtuJ
trim,
a
Rlos.
Mr.
ob tralnlftJ and other responslbUltJet
28 yean of treatment slota," ML Powers
mmecUately face the tuU force o·r wllh more than halt hla
atreuec1 '"'bere are only aomethlna
Hew York Stata't predJeate feJony · lift already invested in drup, IIJd
resJdentfal slots
Wet 15,000
law, which IUDdat.ea prlloa time for praamatism wu u effective u 1c»o
proanun. He avaUable natJonaJiy - amutnaly
second-time cSrua offenders, wl.th lit· allsm In Mr. Hynes'a
- and maybe two-thirds ol
tla leeway alforded aentenctna conceded that he had Jumped at the . small
CaiUomlL
Proaram mainly tD avoid pruon and u.m are m New Yortl and
Judps.
thtOUJb It the ClJntoa Admln11trai.loa ll senFor pubUc otndall. the cost of had t.hou&ht he could eaae
Incarceration of and relan dedication when nee<Sed, u • out With Ita talk·ofabout chanaln&.
treatment
approach
nonviolent drua offenders II lncreas- with other more casual lnslde prts- 7o.30
tD-treatment tD aomelhfna more of a
lnaJy Important. The ' Brooklyn pro- that he had aone throu&h
»-55 breakdown. then thiS proaram
aram costs about .S17,000 a year for on and out.
r and others like It have a future."
from
araduate
Oaytop
a
Hill,
Mr.
than
leu
.
trettmeDt
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746 U.S. POST OFFICE
AND COURT HO USE
5th AN D MAIN STREET
CINCINNATI 45202-3980

U N IT ED STATES DISfRI Cf COU RT
SOUTHER N DISTRICT OF OHIO
PROBATION O FFICE

Februa ry 23, 1993

u. s. senten c i ng commis sion
One Columb us Circle , N. E., Suite 2 - 500
Washin gton, D. c . 20002-8 002
Attent io n: Public I nforma tion
Dear Judge Wilkin s
Attach ed hereto are person al commen ts regard ing certain propose d
guidel ine amendm ents . I have written a separa te docume nt for each
of the issues on which I commen ted. Unders tand that the commen ts
provide d are only my own and are not repres entativ e of this agency
or the Court for which I work.

•

•

Thank you for
amendm ents.

the

opport unity

Sincer ely

David E. Miller , Deputy Chief
Probat ion Officer

u. s .

to

commen t

on

the . propos ed

•

UNITED STATES DISTRICT COURT
SOUTHERN DISTRICT OF OHIO
PROBATION OFFICE

DATE:
RE:

746 U.S. POST OFFICE
AND COURT HOUSE
5th AND MAIN STREET
CINCINNATI 45202·3980

February 16, 1993
Proposed Amendment #11

FROM:

David E. Miller, Deputy Chief
U. s. Probation Officer

TO:

U. s . Sentencing Commission
Public Information

The synopsis of this proposed amendment indicates that a "snapshot"
of the offender's involvement arguably provides a more reliable
method of determining culpability.
I strongly disagree with that
theory and with the intent of this proposed amendment.

•

•

I contend that one adverse affect of this proposed amendment is to
create an adaptation to the application and meaning of relevant
conduct as defined in section 1Bl.3. An exception to how 1Bl.3 is
applied is foreseen if this amendment is passed. This will create
inconsistenc ies with the application of other guidelines, eg. 2Bl . l
and 2 Fl.l to name a few.
Drug distribution , almost by definition, is a continuous, ongoing
crime. The overall philosophy of the guidelines appears to be to
sanction, without double counting, all harms to the victim or
victims of the criminal activity . The approach suggested by this
amendment compromises that philosophy deeply.
Additionally , the proposal will create difficulty for the Court and
probation officer in application and dispute resotution. Another
element of factual determination is required and another issue for
potential dispute is raised .

•

THOMAS P. JO NES
ATTOR.NEY AT LAW

--- . :r:-..

EAST CEN TER STREET
p

o . ORAWER

0

BEATTYVILLE, KENTUCK Y 41311
' GOGl 4G4·2G48

February 22, 1993
U.S. Sentencing Commission
One Columbus Circle, N.E.
Suite 2-500
Washington, DC 20002-8002
To the U.S. Sentencing Commission :
I
would like to express my support for the proposed
amendments to the Sentencing Guidelines.
I would especidlly
like to voice my support for the following four amendments :
Proposal II, option 1:
restructures 201.1 so that the
offense level is based on the largest amount of a
controlled substance in a single transaction.

•

Proposal 39 :
reduces the offense levels associated with
higher drug quantities by two levels.
Proposal 50 : bases the offense level in 201.1 on the amount
of actual L.S.O. involved without including the weight of
any
medium .
Proposal 56:
pertains to 181.10 , expanding the court's
ability .to apply changes in the Sentencing Guidelines
retroactively.
These proposals would all help to insure fairer judgment in
dealing with small-time drug offenders.
It is only fair and
reasonable
to make any changes
retroactive,
providing
convicted offender-8· 'the same reduced sentences being granted
to new ottendtira : .' .·Thank you tor your efforts at making the
guidel inell ·more ·equ1 t-able ·, so that the punishment will truly
reflect the crime .
Sincerely,

•

TPJ/bm

•

& CHRISTOPH, P . C .
•·\TTOR:--:1-:\'S i\.T L.\W

l-!Oo PF:ii.HI. STREF:.T, St'ITF: :200
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February 12, 1993
United States Sentencing Commission
One Columbus Circle, N.E., Suite 2-500
Washington, DC 20002-8002
Attn:

Public Information

Dear Sir or Madame:

•

I am responding to your request for feedback concerning the
proposed amendments to the Federal Sentencing Guidelines.
In
particular, I am responding to
No . 50 which proposes that
the weight of the carrier in LSD cases be excluded from sentencing
guideline consideration.
I am. strongly in favor of this proposed
amendment.
As a former prosecutor, public defender, and now
private practitioner, I can assure you that nowhere is there a
larger discrepancy between state and federal law than in LSD cases .
Let me give you an example . I recently worked on a case where the
defendant tvas involved in distributing 250 "hits" of LSD. Because
the weight of the paper exceeded 10 grams, the defendant was facing
approximately 15 years in prison.
Under the same scenario in
almost all state courts, if not granted probation, he would have
been facing somewhere between two and five years in prison.
The other reason I support this amendment is that the current
guidelines punish street- level users and sellers of LSD 100 times
more severely than the manufacturers and producers of LSD. Usually
when street- level persons possess LSD it is affixed to paper or
cardboard or put in sugar cubes. ·Manufacturers, on the other hand,
often possess pure l iquid LSD. On a per- dosage basis, LSD affixed
to blotter paper is 100 to 1,000 cimes heavier than the liquid
concentrate. The manufacturer of LSD who possess 250 dosage units
in the form of liquid LSD is only facing approximately 2 years
under the guidel ines.
I would suggest that a sentencing scheme
that puni s h es street-level possessors much more severely than drug
manufacturer s is backwards.
Removing the weight of the carrier
from the sent encing g uidelines would remedy this gross disparity .
I enthusiastically encourage you to amend the guidelines as
proposed in Amendment No. 50. Thank you for your consideration .

•

